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Meat quality refers to intrinsic attributes critical for the suit-
ability of meat for eating, processing, and storage, including
retail display.Themain attributes of interest ofmeat are safety,
nutritional value, sensorial properties, lipid composition,
oxidative stability, and consistency.

In recent years the meat market has undergone changes
that require high standards of quality, so aspects related
to environmental sustainability and animal welfare have
become critical in meat production. In addition, there is
growing awareness of the link between diet and health and
this is reflected in the demand for more information and for
products which are healthy and of consistently high quality.
Therefore, meat quality and safety are becoming dynamic
and challenging concerns which require the generation of
new information and of continuous reevaluation of existing
knowledge for meeting market’s demands by assuring high
quality standards and prevention of recognized risks to
human health.

The papers included in this issue cover aspects of muscle
biology and meat biochemistry and discuss factors affecting
meat quality and sensory properties, contribution of beef to
human health.

Formeat research, amain objective is to control concomi-
tantly the development of muscles and the qualities of meat
commercial cuts from different animal species. In the paper
“ExpressionMarker-Based Strategy to Improve Beef Quality”
the steps of an expression marker-based strategy to improve
beef sensory quality were described, from the discovery of
biomarkers that identify consistent beef and the biological
functions governing beef tenderness to the integration of

the knowledge into detection tests for desirable animals. The
review “How Muscle Structure and Composition Influence
Meat and Flesh Quality” describes the features of muscle
components and their relationships with the technological,
nutritional, and sensory properties of meat/flesh from differ-
ent livestock and fish species.

The effect of diet and rearing system on meat quality
was studied in two different studies. Particularly, the research
“Influence of Maternal and Postweaning Linseed Dietary
Supplementation on Growth Rate, Lipid Profile, and Meat
Quality Traits of Light Sarda Lambs” highlights that linseed
supplementation and early life nutrition can influence perfor-
mance and fatty acids metabolism in growing lambs. In the
study “A Survey on the Effect of Livestock Production System
and Finishing Diet on Sensory Characteristics of Foal Meat
Using Generalized Procrustes Analysis” highly appreciated
sensory properties weremostly associated with foals from the
semiextensive system.

Finally, the important role of meat and meat products as
source of protein, fat, and several functional compounds was
highlighted in the review “A Contribution of Beef to Human
Health: A Review of the Role of the Animal Production
Systems.”

We hope that all the interesting results published in this
special issue will stimulate further studies to improve meat
quality and safety.

Agostino Sevi
Rosaria Marino
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For beef cattle research, a main objective is to control concomitantly the development of muscles and the qualities of beef cuts. Beef
quality is a complex phenotype that is only detectable after slaughter and is highly variable. The beef industry is in need of tools
to estimate beef quality of live cattle or online in abattoirs, with specific attention towards sensory attributes (tenderness, juiciness,
flavour, and colour). Identification of relevant genetic and genomic markers is ongoing, especially for tenderness—a top priority
quality attribute. In this paper, we describe the steps of an expression marker-based strategy to improve beef sensory quality, from
the discovery of biomarkers that identify consistent beef and the biological functions governing beef tenderness to the integration
of the knowledge into detection tests for desirable animals. These tools should soon be available for the management of sensory
quality in the beef production chain for meeting market’s demands and assuring good quality standards.

1. Introduction

Ruminant production by providing milk and meat products
is a key contributor to protein supply and food security for
human beings in many areas of the world. Controlling the
performance of ruminants and the quality of their products
is therefore an economic challenge. With regard to cattle,
the reproduction and fertility of dairy or suckling cows,
the nutritional (protein and lipid composition) and sensory
quality of milk or meat products, and the environmental
footprint (including greenhouse gas emissions and nitrogen
excretion) are important issues to be solved. For beef cattle,
the main objective is to control concomitantly feed efficiency,
development of muscles, and the sanitary, nutritional, and
sensory qualities of meat and carcass. However, a serious
bottleneck is our poor understanding of themechanisms that
underlie these complex phenotypes. Moreover, there is yet
no evaluation system to predict the qualities of beef before
slaughtering, except empirical farmers’ expertise. The Meat
StandardAustralian (MSA) system tested by several countries
allows a classification of meat cuts only after slaughter [1].
One limit of the MSA system is that the evaluation of meat

quality is independent of the biochemistry of the muscles,
and it is not operational yet on pure breeds. The phenotypic
attributes of beef production need to be depicted in order
to predict and manage meat production from live animal to
carcass. Expressional genomics of tissues and fluids attempts
to link the genome expression and these phenotypic traits
including development and quality of tissues, efficiency, and
adaptation to nutritional or climatic disturbances.The objec-
tive is to propose innovative solutions based on biomarkers
for prediction and phenotyping purposes to stakeholders of
the beef sector for better allocation of carcasses or cuts to the
appropriate markets. In the present paper, we will describe
the steps of an expression marker-based strategy to improve
beef sensory quality.

2. Expression Markers for a Complex
Phenotypic Trait

Beef quality is defined by its compositional quality (lean
to fat ratio)—determining its nutritional quality—and the
palatability factors including appearance (colour, freshness,
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Figure 1: Beef sensory quality. A complex phenotypic trait that is expressed postmortem. A combination of molecular processes in the muscle
both in the live animal and during the peri- and postmortem period (stress, interaction of the whole carcass, and muscle characteristics with
cooler temperatures affecting rates and extents of postmortem pH decline, ageing, and cooking) contributes to development of beef quality.
In particular, the muscle characteristics of the live animals play an important role. However, less than one-third to a fourth of the variability
in beef tenderness and flavour can be explained by variability in the muscle characteristics of live animals. The beef industry is looking for
biological or molecular indicators that would identify live animals with desirable quality attributes, in order to orientate them towards the
most accurate production or market system, provided that slaughtering conditions are controlled.

and marbling), odour, juiciness, tenderness, and flavour—
determining its sensory quality.The sensory quality is a com-
plex function of production, processing and meat prepara-
tion, and consumer perception. A combination of molecular
processes in the muscle of the live animal and during the
postmortem period contributes to beef quality [2, 3]. Sensory
quality is a complex phenotype (Figure 1) that is influenced
by intrinsic (e.g., muscle structure, biochemical composition,
and postmortem changes in muscle tissues) and extrinsic fac-
tors (e.g., rearing conditions, stress and preslaughter effects,
product handling, chemical environment, processing, and
storage) and still needs to be unravelled.

Today, the information on quality is only obtainable after
slaughter and ageing (up to 3 weeks) which is a limitation
to the delivery of consistent beef quality. More specifically,
consumers seek for beef regularity especially for colour—
a major criterion at the point of sale— and tenderness—a
top priority attribute with high variability [4–6]. However,
in Europe beef variability reaches about 20% [4] which is
not acceptable. For tenderness, the characteristics of cattle
muscles (including fiber type, collagen, and intramuscular
lipids) only explain up to 30% of the variability [7]. Variability
originates from genetic polymorphisms (reviewed in Picard
et al. [8]), modulation of gene expression according to rearing
conditions and environment, or uncontrolled postmortem
processes. Providing consistent beef sensory quality is there-
fore a critical issue for the beef industry. The beef sector is
expecting tools to estimate the “beef potential” of live cattle
on the farm or carcasses online.

The advent of genomics has enabled genotyping of ani-
mals (using high-density panels of molecular markers) and
expression profiling of the entire genome (using microarrays
or RNAseq tools and proteomics) in order to identifymarkers
of beef quality. These markers include patterns of SNP, DNA

methylation, mRNA, protein, or metabolite expression as
long as their pattern can be shown to correlate with the phe-
notypic expression (e.g., muscle growth,muscle composition,
and meat quality attributes) (for a review see [8]). Expres-
sional genomics has allowed the detection of transcripts or
proteins differentially expressed or coexpressed, of which the
abundance was linked to the development of muscle tissue
quantitatively (meat yield) or qualitatively (desirable meat
quality) [9–16]. Transcripts and proteins can be considered
as expression markers or biomarkers. The final objective is
to get information for unravelling the quality attributes, to
compute marker abundance in prediction equations, and to
predict the “beef potential” of an animal at different times of
its life (see Box 1). This strategy can also enable evaluating
the impact of nutrition and cattle management practices on
the development of tissues and the composition and quality
of their food products. To that extent, expression markers
may be informative of the interactions between genetic and
environmental factors in the construction of beef quality
phenotype.

2.1. Biomarkers of Beef Tenderness. Tenderness is the beef
quality trait most studied during the last decade. Several
studies have analysed the evolution of protein profiles in
postmortemmuscles in order to identify biomarkers related to
meat conversion [18–20]. Jia et al. [18] studied the proteomic
profiles of two bovine muscles differing in their tenderness,
the longissimus thoracis (LT, tender), and semitendinosus (ST,
tough) at slaughter and 24 hours later. In both muscle types,
they observed a decrease in levels of cofilin (known to pro-
mote actin polymerisation), Hsp27, and Hsp20. They distin-
guished several Hsp27 isoforms as also detected by Chaze et
al. [21]. The expression of one isoform dropped dramatically
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The main steps of expression marker-based strategy to improve meat sensory quality are
(i) to discover expression markers by combining transcriptomics, proteomics,
computational biology, and biochemistry (tenderness, flavour, juiciness, and colour),
(ii) to understand the biological functions involved in determining sensory attributes
(tenderness, colour),
(iii) to evaluate the relationships between the markers and quality attributes on hundreds
of animals using high-throughput methods,
(iv) to propose equations of prediction,
(v) to design molecular tests to evaluate and predict the sensory qualities for on-farm or
abattoir evaluation.

Box 1

in the LT muscle postmortem. Differences were also shown
between the twomuscles in the postmortem profile of proteins
involved in glycolytic pathways such as lactoylglutathione
lyase (increasing in ST) or triose-phosphate isomerase (drop-
ping in LT).These enzymes reflect the transition to anaerobic
metabolism after slaughter with different speed according to
the muscle. The authors concluded that the different degrees
of tenderness of the two muscles originated from distinct
and similar factors associated with physiological, metabolic,
and protein differences in two different muscle types. Sawdy
et al. [20] analysed the proteomic profiling (2-DE gels and
mass spectrometry) of the LTmuscle by 36 hours postmortem.
They identified fragments of the contractile protein myosin
heavy chain considered to be a good indicator of tenderness
of meat after 7 days of ageing.They proposed these indicators
for the classification of carcasses according to their degree of
tenderness.

Other studies were conducted in muscle early after death
in order to depict molecular profiles at the time of slaughter
that could help predict meat tenderness after ageing. Several
biomarkers were identified by transcriptomic and proteomic
approaches (for review [8]). The biomarkers identified so
far belong to several molecular processes of muscle energy
metabolism (glycolytic and oxidative), calcium metabolism,
ultrastructure and contraction, oxidative stress, apoptosis,
and cell protection with a special focus on heat shock
proteins (Hsps) (Table 1). According to Juárez et al. [22],
60% of the variability in tenderness is due to ageing hence
perhaps explaining the relationships of biomarkers such as
Hsp, apoptosis proteins to tenderness. Similarly, prooxidants
have the potential to negatively affect meat tenderness by
stimulating protein aggregation as well as inhibiting pro-
tein degradation [23] possibly explaining the relationship
of antioxidant enzymes to tenderness. Interestingly some
transcriptional markers related to tenderness were distinct
from those related to selection on muscle hypertrophy [24,
25] suggesting that selection for muscle mass would not alter
significantly the quality of the meat. However, the combined
results of Bouley et al. on markers of tenderness [26] and
on markers of muscle hypertrophy [25] also revealed some
proteins associated with both tenderness and muscle mass.
For example, phosphorylated myosin light chain 2 (MLC2-
P), parvalbumin, and myosin binding protein-H (MYBP-H)

were positive markers of muscle mass and of tenderness.
This indicated that some biomarkers could be useful for the
prediction of both muscle hypertrophy and tenderness.

2.2. Biomarkers of Juiciness, Flavour, and Colour. Bernard
et al. [9] by transcriptomic analysis revealed biomarkers
of sensory attributes including juiciness and flavour in
Charolais young bulls (Table 2). They found 16 and 17
transcripts positively correlated with flavour and juiciness,
respectively, and one negatively correlated with both juici-
ness and flavour. Hsp40 was correlated (negatively) with
tenderness only (Table 2). Many of the candidate biomarkers
were common between juiciness and flavour, except for
laminin, which was specific for flavour, and protein kinase,
AMP-activated, and 𝛾 1 noncatalytic subunit (PRKAG1)
which was specific for juiciness. Several transcripts including
carbonyl reductase 2, hypothetical protein FLJ12193, nucle-
ophosmin/nucleoplasmin 3, and tripartite motif-containing
55 were positively correlated with three sensory attributes
(Table 2). These data demonstrate that some biomarkers
can be used for the prediction of several sensory qualities.
Picard et al. [27] showed by proteomic analysis that several
proteins identified as biomarkers of tenderness were also
correlated with flavour and/or juiciness in the ST and LT
from young bulls of the Salers hardy beef breed. For example,
DJ-1 and Hsp 70-GRP75 were negatively correlated with
juiciness in both muscles. A multiple regression analysis
demonstrated that the protein DJ-1 explained alone 29 % of
the juiciness variability in the LT muscle and 49% in the
ST muscle (Figure 2). The DJ-1 protein has an antiapoptotic
function and a protective activity against oxidative stress.
Guillemin et al. [28] showed that DJ-1 interacts with proteins
of the small Hsp family through Hsp27. Chelh et al. [29]
showed an overexpression of DJ-1 in double-muscled cattle.
So this protein is positively associated with muscle mass
and negatively with juiciness. However, understanding the
involvement of this protein in the juiciness of the meat will
need further analysis.

Some of the biomarkers of tenderness were shown to be
associated with pH decline and meat colour. For example,
peroxiredoxin-6 (PRDX6) abundance was negatively corre-
lated with pH (45min, 3 h, and pHu) [30] in the LT muscle
of French Blond Aquitaine young bulls. The authors also
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Table 1: List of proteins and gene identified to be associated with beef tenderness by transcriptomic and/or proteomic analyses according to
[9, 17].

Protein name Gene name Function
Actin-𝛽 ACTB Cellular structure
Acyl-CoA desaturase SCD Lipid metabolism
Acyl-coenzyme A thioesterase 2 ACOT2 Lipid metabolism
ATP synthase chain B ATP5B Lipid metabolism
Calpastatin CAST Proteolysis
CapZ𝛽 CAPZB Cellular structure
Caspase 3 CASP3 Apoptosis
Caspase 8 CASP8 Apoptosis
Cis-Peroxiredoxin PRDX6 Oxidative stress
𝛼 chain B crystallin CRYAB Cellular stress
Desmin DES Cellular structure
Diacylglycerol O-acyltransferase DGAT2 Lipid metabolism
DJ-1 PARK7 Oxidative stress/androgen regulation
Enolase 1 ENO1 Energy metabolism
Enolase 3 ENO3 Energy metabolism
Hsp20 HSPB6 Cellular stress
Hsp27 HSPB1 Cellular stress
Hsp40 DNAJA1 Cellular stress
Hsp60 HSPD1 Cellular stress
Hsp70-1A/B HSPA1B Cellular stress
Hsp70-8 HSPA8 Cellular stress
Hsp70-Grp75 HSPA9 Cellular stress
Lactate dehydrogenase chain B LDHB Energy metabolism
Malate dehydrogenase 1 (cytoplasmic) MDH1 Energy metabolism
Malate dehydrogenase 2 (mitochondrial) MDH2 Energy metabolism
m-calpain CAPN2 Proteolysis
𝜇-calpain CAPN1 Proteolysis
Myosin binding protein H MYPBH Cellular structure/contraction
Myosin heavy chain I (slow) MYH1 Cellular structure/contraction
Myosin heavy chain II (fast) MYH2 Cellular structure/contraction
Myosin light chain 1F MYL1 Cellular structure/contraction
Myosin regulatory light chain 2 MLC2 Cellular structure/contraction
NADH NADH Energy metabolism
Phosphoglucomutase PGM1 Energy metabolism
S100-A1 S100-A1 Contraction/signaling
Superoxide dismutase Cu/Zn SOD1 Oxidative stress
Superoxide dismutase (mitochondrial) SOD3 Oxidative stress
Triose phosphate isomerase TPI Energy metabolism
Tropomyosin 3 TPM3 Cellular structure/contraction
Troponin T1 TNNT1 Cellular structure/contraction
Troponin T3 TNNT3 Cellular structure/contraction

examined the relationships of protein biomarkers of tender-
ness to CIE-L∗a∗b∗ colour traits. They found that Hsp70-
1A/B and 𝜇-calpain were correlated with the three colour
parameters [30]. These relationships could be explained by
the protective role of Hsp70-1A/B on the proteolysis of struc-
tural proteins by 𝜇-calpain. Other Hsps were correlated with
colour attributes. Hsp70-8 and 𝛼B crystallin (CRYAB) were

negatively and positively correlated with L∗ and b∗, respec-
tively. A positive correlation between Hsp40 and a∗ was
also detected [30]. This colour attribute was also positively
correlated with PRDX6. Some correlations were also found
between glycolytic enzymes such as malate dehydrogenase 1
(MDH1), Enolase 3 (ENO3), lactate dehydrogenase B (LDH-
B), and pH decline and colour. These data revealed common
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Table 2: Expression markers of tenderness, juiciness, and flavour in the longissimus thoracis of young Charolais bulls (adapted from [9]).

Symbol Gene name Tenderness Juiciness Flavour
Upregulated transcripts

C:6970 Homo sapiens chromosome 5 clone CTD-2151N11 ∗∗ ∗∗

CACNA1C Calcium channel, voltage-dependent, L type, R 1C subunit ∗∗ ∗∗

Cbr2 Carbonyl reductase 2 ∗ ∗ ∗∗

CCNA1 Cyclin A1
CGREF1 Cell growth regulator with EF-hand domain 1 ∗ ∗∗

CPT1B Carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1B (muscle) ∗ ∗

FLJ12193 Hypothetical protein FLJ12193 ∗ ∗∗ ∗∗

Ireb2 Iron-responsive element binding protein 2 ∗ ∗

JMJD1B Jumonji domain containing 1B ∗∗ ∗∗

LAMA3 Laminin, R 3 ∗∗∗

MPDZ Multiple PDZ domain protein ∗∗ ∗∗

NDUFB4 NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 f3 subcomplex, 4, 15 kDa ∗ ∗

Npm3 Nucleophosmin/nucleoplasmin, 3 ∗ ∗ ∗

OTOR Otoraplin ∗∗ ∗∗

PRKAG1 Protein kinase, AMP-activated, 𝛾 1 non catalytic subunit ∗ ∗∗

PRRX2 Paired related homeobox 2 ∗ ∗∗

TRIM55 Tripartite motif-containing 55 ∗ ∗∗ ∗∗

Downregulated transcripts
CSRP3 Cysteine- and glycine-rich protein 3 (cardiac LIM protein) − −

∗

−
∗

DNAJA1 DnaJ (Hsp40) homologue, subfamily A, member 1 −
∗∗

− −

Only differentially expressed transcripts of which the abundance was correlated with a quality attribute (asterisk) are presented in the table. ∗∗∗𝑃 < 0.001;
∗∗

𝑃 < 0.01; ∗𝑃 < 0.05; (−): negative correlation.

biomarkers between several quality attributes such as pH
decline, colour, and tenderness. However, the mechanisms
involving these proteins are different according to the quality
attribute.

3. Complexity of the Landscape of
Biomarkers of Tenderness

3.1. Biomarker Abundance according to Intrinsic
and Extrinsic Factors

3.1.1. Muscle Type. According to Guillemin et al. [11], the LT
muscle exhibits significantly higher abundance of CRYAB,
Hsp40, Hsp70-1A/B, and Hsp70-8 than the ST muscle.
Abundance of MYBP-H, Myosin heavy chain- (MYHC-) I,
phosphoglucomutase (PGM) was also significantly higher in
LT than in ST. The ST muscle exhibits significantly higher
abundance of Enolase 1 (ENO1) and MYHC-IIx than the LT.
A higher expression of PRDX6 is detected in the ST muscle
suggesting that the chaperone and antistress activities are
lower in a glycolytic muscle. Therefore, PRDX6 could reduce
the oxidative injuries by heat shock proteins on unprotected
proteins in this muscle. No significant muscle effect was
detected for Hsp70/GRP75, ENO3, LDH-B, MDH1, CapZ-𝛽,
desmin andmyosin light chain-1F (MLC-1F), and superoxide
dismutase 1 (SOD1). Cassar-Malek et al. [31] showed (at
mRNA and protein levels) a higher expression of Hsp40
in oxidative muscles of cattle as observed [17] in LT com-
paratively to ST muscle. Altogether, these data demonstrate

that animal and muscle types are characterised mainly by a
differential expression of several Hsp and oxidative resistance
proteins, depending on the metabolic and contractile muscle
type.The small Hsp family is overexpressed in the LTmuscle,
more oxidative, to protect proteins against Reactive Oxygen
Species (ROS) as also Hsp70-1A and Hsp70-8. In the ST
(glycolytic type), we hypothesise that, in case of cellular
stress, a strong and active pathway is activated to protect cells
against ROS through PRDX6. Indeed, proteins involved in
oxidative stress such as PRDX6 were proposed as negative
biomarkers of tenderness mainly in glycolytic muscle types
[17]. Antioxidant proteins could have a role in the protection
of structural proteins against oxidative stress and proteolysis
in a muscle type dependent manner.

3.1.2. Animal Type. Guillemin et al. [11] studied the effect of
muscle type (LT versus ST) and sex (young bulls versus steers)
for 24 biomarkers of tenderness. They showed a significant
effect for someHsp proteins. For example, CRYAB andHsp27
were significantly more abundant in young bulls than in
steers. Conversely, Hsp70-8 and Hsp70/GRP75 were signifi-
cantly overabundant in steers than in young bulls. Abundance
of Hsp40 and Hsp70-1A/B showed no differences between
the animal types. The two isoforms of the glycolytic enzyme
Enolase (ENO1 and ENO3) were significantlymore abundant
in steers than in young bulls. Accordingly, abundance of
MLC-1F and MYHC-IIx was significantly higher in steers
than in young bulls. On the contrary, the muscles of young
bulls exhibited significantly higher abundance of MYBP-H
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Figure 2: Relationships between the abundance of DJ-1 protein evaluated by dot-blot (arbitrary unit) and the juiciness score estimated by
trained panellists on semitendinosus and longissimus thoracismuscles of Salers young bulls.

than those of steers. Abundance of the antioxidant enzymes
DJ-1 and PRDX6 was significantly higher in steers than in
young bulls. PRDX6 was significantly different in ST muscle
only. However, abundance of SOD1 was not different between
animal types and between muscles. The two proteolytic
enzymesm-calpain and𝜇-calpainwere significantly higher in
steers than in young bulls. All these differences in biomarker
abundance could explain the weak differences between steers
and young bulls observed by several authors [32, 33].

3.1.3. Stress. The relationship of stress to tenderness is
well understood in meat science. It is explained by higher
depletion of glycogen before slaughter, less production of
lactic acid, a by-product of postmortem glycolysis, and thus
insufficient pHdecline. Animals with borderline pH (5.9–6.1)
end up being very tough [34].Thus, minimising stress during
transportation and slaughter should minimise meat tender-
ness depreciation. The transcriptomic response to emotional
and physical stress before slaughter in two muscles and its
relationships to meat quality was examined in cows. The
transcriptomic evaluation showed amuscle-specific response
to stress. It was characterised by the overexpression of 25 tran-
scriptional modules in the stress-responsive genes of which 9
were common between muscles. The number of transcripts
correlated with tenderness was significantly higher than
expected by chance in the muscles of stressed cows. Positive
correlations were detected between expression of muscle-
specific genes (including genes relative to oxidoreduction,
oxidative phosphorylation, and activity of the TCA cycle)
and tenderness in the stressed animals [35]. The results
indicated that mechanisms of tenderness are not similar in
the muscles of stressed animals as compared to minimally
stressed animals. In particular, the negative effects of stress

were limited in cows showing a relatively high expression of
genes involved in oxidative metabolic activity.

3.2. Complex Relationships of Biomarkers to Tenderness. Pro-
teomic analysis highlighted that, for fast glycolytic muscle
type, the more glycolytic the metabolism the more tender the
beef cut and, for slow oxidative muscle, the more oxidative
the metabolism the more tender the cut. Consequently, some
biomarkers involved in the associated biological pathways
will have relationships with tenderness dependent of the type
of muscle. Our results combined with data from the literature
clearly demonstrate that in glycolytic muscles (e.g., the ST)
in breeds characterised by glycolytic muscle properties (e.g.,
the French Charolais, Limousin, Blond d’Aquitaine breeds)
several proteins of the glycolytic metabolism (including
PGM, LDH-B, triose-phosphate isomerase, glyceraldehyde-
3-phosphate dehydrogenase, and ENO3) are positively cor-
related with tenderness. Conversely, in oxidative muscles
such as (e.g., the LT) in breeds characterised by oxidative
muscle properties (e.g., Aberdeen Angus) the proteins of the
glycolytic metabolism are negatively correlated with tender-
ness, whereas several oxidative enzymes such as succinate
dehydrogenase are positively correlated with tenderness [19,
21, 36]. Similar results are observed in French beef breeds for
contractile proteins including theMYHC-IIx (fast glycolytic)
or troponin T fast isoforms found to be positively associated
with tenderness in the ST and negatively in the LT. In
Aberdeen Angus, inverse observations were made with a
negative relationship with tenderness in ST and a positive
relationship in LT [36].

An inverse relationship between tenderness and proteins
from the small Hsp family (Hsp20, Hsp27, and CRYAB)
according tomuscle type and breed has also been highlighted
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in the LT [36]. In French beef breeds these proteins are nega-
tively related to tenderness in the ST muscle and positively
in the LT muscle. The opposite was observed in Aberdeen
Angus cattle or in breeds characterised by oxidative muscle
properties such as dairy breeds [36, 37] and Picard (personal
communication). This could be explained by differences in
small Hsps abundance according to muscle types, as small
Hsps are known to bemore highly expressed in slow oxidative
muscles [11]. Several studies showed a negative relationship
between 𝜇-calpain and tenderness in the LT but a positive
one in the ST. An association was detected between small
Hsps and 𝜇-calpain [30]. It was proposed that CRYAB could
act as a competitive inhibitor of 𝜇-calpain activity against
myofibrillar proteins [11].This is consistent with the detection
of inverse relationships of these proteins and tenderness
according to muscle type.

However, for several biomarkers the relationships with
tenderness are independent of the muscle type. For example,
Hsp70-1B was found to be negatively related to tenderness
in both the ST and the LT muscles from two French beef
breeds and from Aberdeen Angus [36]. The 𝛼-actin was
identified as a positive biomarker of tenderness by several
authors, in different muscles and several breeds [19, 21, 38].
Other structural proteins including CapZ-𝛽 and desmin
were also proposed as positive biomarkers of tenderness by
several authors (for review [39]).The differences according to
muscle type are in accordancewith the two distinctmolecular
networks related to tenderness proposed by Guillemin et al.
[28] for the two muscles.

4. From Biomarkers to Molecular
Mechanisms of Meat Quality

Integration of biomarker data is a promising strategy to
decipher the molecular mechanisms and the biological net-
works controlling beef quality (see Box 1). So far genomic
experiments provided catalogues of genes or proteins. Data
from many groups indicate that the level of gene expression
per se and more precisely the combination of individual
gene expression, rather than expression of a master gene, are
responsible for phenotype variability (e.g., beef tenderness or
marbling).

4.1. Computational Biology. Mining the information available
from genomic experiments with sophisticated bioinformat-
ics is helpful to depict mechanisms by giving insight into
functional pathways and may help in seeking new candi-
date biomarkers. Indeed, computational biology has allowed
detecting a complex interplay of genes/proteins responding
to intrinsic and environmental factors for sensory attributes
[28, 40]. The networks constructed using bioinformatics
tools [28] or based on correlations [30] revealed some
differences and similarities in the role of some proteins in
tenderness, between the ST and the LT muscles. In the
molecular network of tenderness constructed by Guillemin
et al. [28], HSPB1 (Hsp27), HSPB6 (Hsp20), and CRYAB had
a central role in the LT muscle. In the ST muscle, the most
important proteins were DNAJA1 (Hsp40), HSPA8 (Hsp70-
8), and HSPA1A (Hsp70-1A). According to protein functions,

we could hypothesise that chaperone, antiapoptotic, and
antistress functions are more active in the oxidative muscle
LT. This is consistent with previous results [11] showing a
higher abundance of stress-related proteins (HSPB1, HSPB6,
CRYAB, DNAJA1, HSPA8, and HSPA1A) in LT than in
ST muscle in young Charolais bulls. Gagaoua et al. [41]
examined correlation networks between proteomic markers
of tenderness in two muscles of three breeds (Aberdeen
Angus, Blond d’Aquitaine, and Limousin). Several robust
relationships were found between proteins belonging to
similar or different biological pathways. Particularly, DJ-1 and
PRDX6 were correlated with Hsp20 and 𝜇-calpain, respec-
tively. Proteins with cell protective functions, particularly
antioxidative proteins and Hsps, are likely to play key roles.
However, the mechanisms underlying tenderness according
to muscle, breed, and gender still need to be elucidated.

4.2. Model Animals to Deepen Understanding of Beef Quality.
Relevant information in beef is often lacking due to the
incompleteness of annotation of the genome. Alternative
strategies are to mine genome-wide sets of data from inter-
national databases (in silico approach) thanks to online and
interactive workflows and databases [42, 43] or to use model
species (in vivo and in vitro approaches). This is useful to
reveal gene networks involved in the construction of the
quality phenotype, for example, regarding the development of
muscle and adipose tissues that determine the lean to fat ratio
[44].The knowledge gained from the studies in nonruminant
and ruminant species can foster our understanding of biolog-
ical mechanisms. For example, recent studies including ours
have identified the heat shock protein Hsp27 as a beef tender-
ness biomarker [9, 14, 16, 19, 45]with differential expression in
themuscle of animals giving high versus lowmeat tenderness.
The protein is present as a hub node in amolecular network of
biomarkers of tenderness [28, 45]. However, the relationships
of Hsp27 with tenderness are not fully understood especially
because of the complexity of its relationships to tenderness
as illustrated above. Our hypothesis was that it may play a
crucial role for the conversion of muscle into meat. In an
attempt to depict the contribution of Hsp27 to tenderness, we
engineered anHsp27 null-mouse.We observed amuscle type
specific alteration of the molecular phenotype in relation to
apoptosis, Hsp status, and antioxidant status in an oxidative
muscle. Changes in the Hsp status and calcium homeostasis
were recorded in a glycolytic muscle. Electron microscopy
revealed ultrastructural abnormalities in the myofibrillar
structure of the mutant mouse [46]. Thus Hsp27 could
directly impact the organisation of muscle cytoskeleton and
contribute to tenderness at the molecular and ultrastructural
levels, especially in oxidative muscles.

4.3. Biomarkers Turned to Beef Quality Diagnostic Tools. To
address beef industry expectations, the way forward is to
develop tools for marker quantification and meat prediction.
The tests should be informative of the desired phenotype,
for example, based on a combination of markers for sensory
traits, and enable the evaluation of the beef potential of many
head of cattle simultaneously. Developing a diagnostic test
also requires that the technology for performing the assay
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Figure 3: Equation of prediction using 24 protein biomarkers of (a) global tenderness evaluated by sensory analysis with trained panellists
(scores from 1 to 10) on longissimus thoracismuscle, (b) shear force measured byWarner-Bratzler test (N/cm2) on longissimus thoracismuscle,
and (c) shear force measured by Warner-Bratzler test (N/cm2) on semitendinosusmuscle, in Charolais young bulls.

should be affordable and readily automatable. First gener-
ation marker-based tools have been developed so far with
private companies and stakeholders: a DNA chip dedicated to
transcriptomics [16] and a dot-blot-array for protein profiling
[47]. Up to now, they have been mostly used for research
purposes. Converting data into knowledge of benefit to the
livestock industry will soon not be a limitation anymore.
Since proteins are easy to handle and to target, protein-based
assays are preferable.We screened and selected the antibodies
that worked best for biomarker evaluation. The dot-blot
assay has been used to analyse high numbers of samples
and to compute equations of prediction [36]. For example,
on young Charolais bulls, Guillemin et al. [47] proposed
equations of prediction based on the relative abundance of
24 protein biomarkers of tenderness (Figure 3). In the LT
muscle, the prediction was higher for Warner-Bratzler shear
force than for tenderness evaluated by sensory analysis. The
prediction of shear force of ST muscle was better than that
of LT, for the same animals. To date a technique based on
immunodetection for large-scale analysis of a high number
of proteins is under development. It will allow construction
of a robust assay for high-throughput marker quantification
for the beef sector. The next step will be to develop an

algorithm to compute prediction values based on equations
of prediction.

As illustrated above, a limitation of the expression
marker-based strategy is that the markers are often specific of
muscle type, animal type, livestock practices, or environmen-
tal conditions. So specific adaptations of the predictive tests
of beef quality according to bovine breed, rearing practices,
animal type, and beef cut will be necessary. The source
of the sample will be another factor for the ease of test
utilisation. The development of minimally invasive markers,
especially plasmamarkers, is therefore promising for on-farm
or in-abattoir use. By taking advantage of the progress in
plasma proteomics for disease application in humans, we are
using a proteome approach in order to identify minimally
invasive biomarkers for beef performance and meat quality
[48]. The plasma biomarkers would likely be part of the
muscle secretome. As a proof of concept that examining the
muscle secretome should help reveal plasma biomarkers, we
identified in silico 342 bovine proteins containing a signal of
secretion in their sequence from a data set of 524 human
muscle proteins [49, 50]. The list of proteins belonging to
this bovine virtual muscular secretome was compared to
a preliminary list of 316 proteins belonging to the bovine
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Expression marker-based tools

On farm 
Muscle biopsy 

Plasma?

In abattoir
Muscle biopsy 

Evaluation of the beef potential of live animals
Meat yield and meat quality

Decision of how beef cattle should be farmed

Orientation of animals in quality label specification 

Evaluation of the beef potential of carcasses
(before ageing)
Meat quality according to prediction class

Decision of how meat should be commercialised
(beef cuts or ground beef) or other intervention strategies

Figure 4: Expression marker-based tools for the management of sensory quality in the beef production chain.The application of the tools to
the live animals or to their carcasses online will be for phenotyping and prediction purposes.

plasma proteome [48]. Fifty-two proteins secreted by the
muscle and present in the plasma were revealed: they are
mainly regulators of apoptosis, endopeptidase activity, and
cell adhesion, antioxidant, and extracellular matrix inter-
actors (Cassar-Malek and Tournayre, unpublished data). A
current bioinformatics study is examining more deeply the
composition of the plasma proteome in muscle secreted
proteins.

Whether from muscle or plasma, the integration of
biomarkers in detection tests should help early phenotyping
of beef cattle. Their use in farms or in slaughterhouses
shall ensure proper breeding programmes or management
practices of the desirable live animals and their carcasses
and the release of regular quality meat. By enabling early
phenotyping in live animals, they will no doubt help in
decisions regarding the way the animals should be farmed.
Lastly the biomarkers can be further implemented in genetic
tools for polymorphic genes or genes located in QTL regions
for the phenotype that can be proposed as candidate genes
and positional expression to explain the effects of QTL as
shown in pigs or chicken (for a review see [8]).

5. Conclusion

This paper reviewed the progress in identifying key genes and
proteins to unravel the biology of beef quality. Expression
marker-based strategy has allowed us to move forward in the
understanding of beef sensory attributes.Wewill soon deliver
effective molecular tools for the management of sensory
quality in the beef production chain and the marketing of
consistent quality meat (Figure 4). Its application to live
animals at the farm or in testing stations will help phenotype
animals in order to adapt breeding systems to fulfil expected
quality outcomes.
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The effects of dietary extruded linseed (EL) on growth performance, meat quality, and lipid profile of Semimembranosus and
Longissimus lumborummuscles of 81 Sarda lambs were studied in a 3 × 3 design: EL content (0%, 10%, and 20%) of maternal dietary
concentrate fed from 20 d to parturition to 60 d of lactation and EL content (0%, 10%, 20%) of lamb concentrate fed after weaning
for 30 d. The basal diet was composed of alfalfa and meadow hay during pregnancy and alfalfa hay during lactation. At slaughter,
carcass and meat quality were evaluated. Sensory quality of Semimembranosus from 0% and 20% EL lambs was assessed. Both
maternal and postweaning diets affected growth performance, with higher body weights recorded with the 10% EL concentrate.
Carcass and meat quality were not affected by diet. Saturated and monounsaturated FA decreased and n-3 polyunsaturated FA
increased with increasing EL content in lamb diet. An increase in vaccenic and rumenic acid was associated with the EL content
of the maternal diet. Both diets increased the n-6/n-3 FA ratio. No differences in acceptability were detected by consumers among
groups. It is concluded that EL supplementation and early life nutrition can influence performance and FA metabolism in growing
lambs.

1. Introduction

Ruminant meats have been associated with an increase in the
risk of cardiovascular diseases, due to their high content of
saturated fatty acids (SFA) [1, 2]. However, ruminant meats
may also be a good dietary source of some nutrients with
health benefits including a number of fatty acids (FA) such
as long chain-polyunsaturated FA (LC-PUFA), n-3 PUFA in
particular, and conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) isomers. The
decrease of SFA and the increase of health-beneficial FA have
been a main topic of ruminant meat research. Strategies for
enrichment of lamb meat in n-3 PUFA have included diets
enrichedwith fish products orwith oilseeds such as linseed [3,
4]. However, many of the studies have focused on the effects
of diets fed to growing animals [5–8]. Only a few studies,
mainly addressed to laboratory and monogastric species [9–
12], have investigated the effects of maternal consumption

of LC-PUFA enriched diets during gestation and lactation
on later performance and metabolism in the offspring. A
correct status of LC-PUFA and a high ratio of n-3/n-6 PUFA
are believed to be beneficial for growing animals that are
facing the weaning and the derived stress. Since the quality of
dietary fat can modify the cellular and lipid metabolism, it is
expected that a maternal diet rich in n-3 PUFA can influence
the lipid metabolism of the offspring in later life [10, 12–14].
However, this mechanism has not been fully explored. Hoile
et al. [11] have demonstrated that maternal fat intake can
alter the epigenetic regulation of Fads2 transcription in rats.
In goats, high 𝛼-linolenic acid diets were able to upregulate
the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPAR-𝛼)
gene and downregulate the stearoyl-CoA-desaturase gene
compared to control diets with low ALA content [15]. In
a study conducted with Vendeen sheep, extruded linseed-
(EL-) enriched concentrates used in both maternal and lamb
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weaning diets were able to increase the proportions of 𝛼-
linolenic acid (ALA) and n-3 PUFA in tissues [16]. However,
this experiment started three weeks after lambing and the
lambswere assigned to the experimental dietswhen theywere
still suckling from their mothers.

In the Italian rearing systems, lambs are either fed mater-
nalmilk alone and slaughtered at 30–45 d of age or reared on a
forage and concentrate diet and slaughtered before 4 months
of age. Sarda is the most common dairy sheep breed found in
Italy. In this workwe investigated the effects of the interaction
betweenmaternal and postweaning diets, both enriched with
EL, on growth rate, lipid profile, and sensory characteristics
of meat from light Sarda lambs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Design, Animals, and Diets. The present
study was carried out in the “Azienda Zootecnica Didattica”
of the Department of Veterinary Medicine, University of
Perugia. Three weeks before their expected date of parturi-
tion, 60 Sarda ewes were randomly divided into three groups
of equal size, balanced for body weight (BW: 45.5 ± 1.2 kg)
and body condition score (2.9±0.1) [17], and fed isoenergetic
and isonitrogenous concentrates.The three concentrateswere
as follows: a control concentrate (CTR), without EL, and
two experimental concentrates which contained, respectively,
100 g/kg (EL-10) and 200 g/kg (EL-20) of ground EL. Exper-
imental diets were administered up to 60 days postpartum,
when the lambs were weaned. Animals were fed 400 to
800 g per head per day of concentrate (during late pregnancy
and early lactation, resp.), which was administered in two
equal portions during the day. All the offered concentrate
was consumed by the sheep during the whole length of
the experiment. The concentrate composition is presented
in Table 1. Alfalfa (crude protein: 12.4%; neutral detergent
fiber: 44.5%; ash: 7.5%) and meadow (crude protein: 9.1%;
neutral detergent fiber: 56.2%; ash: 7.3%) hay were provided
in box feeders ad libitum. Average hay dry matter intake
(measured over a period of 3 d/week as the difference between
forage distributed and refusal) was 1.25 kg/ewe/day during
pregnancy and 1.53 kg/ewe/day during lactation and was not
affected by the dietary treatment.

Twinning rate was 38.3%. Lambs were suckled by their
mothers up to 8 weeks of age and were housed in a stable
with unlimited access to an outdoor paddock with no pasture
available. At weaning (initial BW: 15.3 ± 0.8 kg) 81 lambs
were randomly allocated to three groups of 27 animals
each according to the EL content in the concentrate. The
groupswere balanced for sex, age,mothers’ dietary treatment,
and ram used in the breeding group. Lamb experimental
concentrates were the same as the ones used in the ewes’ diets
(CTR, EL-10, and EL-20) and were offered daily at a rate of 50
and 150 g/head during the first 10 d and the remaining 20 d of
the trial, respectively.The concentrate was entirely consumed
by the animals. Lambs were offered the ewes’ alfalfa hay ad
libitum. The estimated hay dry matter intake averaged 0.55,
0.53, and 0.52 kg/lamb/day forCTR, EL-10, andEL-20 groups,
respectively.

Table 1: Ingredients and chemical composition of the experimental
concentrates fed during the trial.

Item Concentrates1

CTR EL-10 EL-20
Raw materials (% as fed basis)
Soybean meal 188.2 124.0 60.8
Corn meal 335.9 157.0 20.0
Barley grain 50.0 50.0 20.0
Wheat bran 162.6 303.1 578.2
Wheat flour shorts 200.0 200.0 57.4
Extruded linseed — 100.0 200.0
Molasses 20.0 20.0 20.0
Calcium carbonate 16.9 19.7 21.6
Bicalcic phosphate 9.4 4.2 —
Sodium bicarbonate 5.0 5.0 5.0
Sodium chloride 5.0 5.0 5.0
Vitamin and mineral premix2 5.0 5.0 5.0
Bonding agent — 5.0 5.0
Magnesium oxide 2.0 2.0 2.0

Analysed nutrients3 (g/100 g)
DM 89.12 88.66 89.12
CP 15.99 15.85 16.01
CF 2.53 6.93 10.23
Ash 6.83 7.25 7.83
NDF 16.33 19.23 24.34
ADF 5.01 6.21 7.99
Lignin 1.12 1.46 2.31
Calcium 1.28 1.35 1.41
Phosphorus 0.35 0.40 0.41

C16:0 15.50 10.11 8.90
C18:0 2.09 2.97 3.42
C18:1 c9 22.78 18.11 17.59
C18:2 c9, c12 54.07 32.64 23.86
C18:3 c9, c12, c15 5.32 35.22 45.41
1CTR: diet without extruded linseed; EL-10: diet containing 100 g/kg of
extruded linseed; EL-20: diet containing 200 g/kg of extruded linseed.
2Mineral and vitamin premix supplied (per kg of final diet): Co, 0.30mg
(2CoCO

3
; 3Co(OH)

2
H
2
O); Zn, 50.00mg (ZnO); Fe, 15.00mg (FeCO

3
);Mn,

30.00mg (MnO); Se, 0.60mg (Na
2
SeO
3
); I, 1.00mg (Ca(IO

3
)
2
); vitamin A,

50,000 IU (retinylacetate); cholecalciferol, 3,000 IU; vitamin E, 50.00mg (𝛼-
tocopherol acetate).
3DM: dry matter; CP: crude protein; CF: crude fat; NDF: neutral detergent
fibre; and ADF: acid detergent fibre.

At the end of trial, lambs were transported to the abattoir.
After weighing, to obtain the live slaughter weight, lambs
were stunned and slaughtered by exsanguination.

2.2. Recordings, Sampling, and Analytical Procedures. During
the trial, samples of experimental concentrates were collected
weekly and analysed for chemical composition following
AOACmethods [18–21]. The methods of Van Soest et al. [22]
were used in the analyses of NDF (not assayed with a heat
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stable amylase), ADF, and lignin (sa). Sodium sulphite was
used in the NDF procedure, and both NDF and ADF were
expressed inclusive of ash.

Lambswereweighed at birth, atweaning, and at slaughter.
Carcasses were weighed after 24 hours of chilling, before
dissection, to obtain the cold carcass weight. Ten carcasses of
each group were randomly selected for further analyses.

The pH was assessed 15 minutes after slaughter on
Longissimus lumborum (LL) muscle (space between last tho-
racic and first lumbar vertebrae) and on Semimembranosus
(SM) muscle using a puncture electrode probe connected
to a portable pH meter (model MP120, Mettler Toledo
Inc., Columbus, USA). The carcasses were then chilled at
a temperature of 5∘C. The entire LL (between the 2nd-3rd
last thoracic vertebrae and the 4th-5th lumbar vertebrae)
and SM muscles from the right side of the carcasses were
removed 24 h postmortem and representative subsamples
of the muscles were obtained to assess ultimate pH, color,
cooking loss, Warner-Bratzler shear (WBS) force, proximate
composition, cholesterol content, and FA profile.

Meat color was estimated in 6 different surface points of
a 2.5 cm thick sample of both muscles (MLS on the 12th rib)
subjected to a 1 h blooming period at 4∘C after cutting using
a tristimulus colorimeter (CR-400 Chroma Meter, Minolta
Ltd., Osaka, Japan) and expressed as CIE LAB 𝐿∗ 𝑎∗ 𝑏∗
values [23]. For the cooking loss determination, LL and SM
samples (1.5 cm thick) were weighed and placed in thin-
walled plastic bags in a water-bath at 80∘C. After 1 h the
samples were removed from the water-bath, cooled in cold
water, dry blotted, and weighed. Cooking loss was calculated
as the difference in sample weight before and after cooking,
expressed as a percentage of the initial sample weight [24].
The WBS measurements of the cooked LL and SM samples
(same samples as used for cooking loss determination) were
obtained with a WBS device fitted to an Instron Universal
Testing Machine (Model 1011) with a 50 kg load cell (Instron,
Norwood,MA,USA).These readings were takenwithin 1 h of
the final weight measurement (cooking loss determination).
Three cylindrical cores were cut from each muscle using a
1,2265 cm diameter core. Samples were randomly removed
from the center of each muscle. The maximum WBS values
(kg/cm2) required to shear a cylindrical core of cooked
muscle, perpendicular to the muscle fiber longitudinal axis
(at a crosshead speed of 100.0mm/min), were recorded for
each core in triplicate and the mean was calculated for each
muscle [24].

Proximate composition of LL and SM muscles samples
was analysed according to AOAC [21]. Total cholesterol of
themuscles was determined by colorimetric kit (Cat. number
10139050035: Cholesterol Biopharm, Germany) with a spec-
trophotometer (Ultrospec 2011 pro, Amersham Pharmacia
Biotech, Milan, Italy) at a wavelength of 405.

Milk FA were extracted according to the Röse-Gottlieb
method [18], while meat FA were extracted according to
the Bligh and Dyer [25] method. The transmethylation was
performed according to the procedure of Branciari et al.
[26]. Methyl esters were separated and quantified using a
VARIAN3400 gas chromatograph equippedwith a flame ion-
ization detector (FID) and a split-splitless injector. Analyses

were performed with CP-Select CB for FAME fused silica
capillary column (100m × 0.25mm i.d., film thickness of
0.39 𝜇m, J&W, Agilent technologies, Palo Alto, CA, US).
The injection volume was 1 𝜇L. The carrier gas was high
purity helium with flow rate of 1mL/min. The injector and
detector temperatures were kept at 290∘C. The column oven
temperature was programmed at 120∘C and increased by
3.2∘C/min up to 170∘C and then increased by 2.1∘C/min from
170∘C to 225∘C. Individual FAmethyl esters were identified by
comparison with a standard mixture containing 37 FAMEs
(Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, USA) and other polyunsaturated
FAMEs, as cis-11-vaccenic methyl ester, trans-11-vaccenic
methyl ester, and methyl cis-7,10,13,16,19-docosapentaenoate
(Sigma-Aldrich, Bellefonte, PA, USA). Quantification was
carried out using nonadecanoic acid as internal standard
(C19:0, Supelco Park, Bellefonte, PA, USA) added to the
sample at the time of extraction.

2.3. Sensory Evaluation of Lamb Thigh. Staff and students
of the Veterinary Medicine Department of the University
of Perugia were recruited as members of a consumer panel.
Consumers were asked to complete a questionnaire that
included information about age, sex, and the frequency of
consumption of lamb meat. In total 100 consumers, aged 18
to 65, participated in the test. The evaluation was conducted
in two different sessions with 60 and 40 consumers in the 1st
and 2nd sessions, respectively, and using meat patty samples
obtained from the SMmuscle after approximately 1 month of
frozen storage. Vacuum-packed thighs (2 kg) were thawed for
36 h at +4∘C. Patties were produced from boneless thighmeat
obtained from CTR and EL-20 lambs. Thighs were pooled
within each group, ground, and formed into 4 cm diameter
patties in a patty machine. Thigh patties from both CTR and
EL-20 groups were divided into two subgroups and cooked
either without any seasoning or with salt, spices, and olive
oil. Patties were placed on steel trays covered with aluminum
foil and oven cooked at 170∘C (10% relative humidity) for
approximately 2 h. The patties were kept warm until served.
Each participant evaluated 4 different patties (CTR and EL-
20, both with or without seasoning).

A practicing session was performed before the test to
allow consumers to become familiar with the use of the
scale and explain the definitions of attributes. Samples were
monadically served on white plastic plates identified by three
random digit codes. Consumers received no information and
were asked to rate sensory attributes (lamb flavour, lamb
odour, extraneous flavours, extraneous odours, and overall
acceptability) using an unstructured scale (0–9) [27].

2.4. Statistical Analyses. All data were analysed using an
ANOVA in the GLM procedure of SAS [28]. The statistical
model includedmaternal diet (CTR, EL-10, and EL-20), lamb
diet (CTR, EL-10, and EL-20), muscle type (LL and SM),
and their interactions. For the sensory data, the model used
included lamb diet (CTR, EL-10, and EL-20), presence of
seasoning, and age, gender, and geographical origin of the
assessor. Frequency of lamb meat consumption was included
as a covariate. The effect of maternal diet was found to be
not significant (𝑃 > 0.05) and was removed from the model.
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Overall differences between the means were evaluated using
Tukey’s test. Data were reported as least squares means ±
standard error. Differences were considered to be significant
when 𝑃 ≤ 0.05.

2.5. Ethical Rules. Use and care of animals in this study were
in accordance with the European recommendations [29] for
the protection of animals used for scientific purposes.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Milk Composition. Ewe’s milk composition was not
affected by the dietary treatment and had the following
average characteristics: pH 6.67 ± 0.03; 4.69 ± 0.09%w/w
lactose; 6.55 ± 0.10%w/w fat; and 6.01 ± 0.12%w/w protein
(MilkoScan 6000, Foss Electric, Hillerød, Denmark).

EL supplementation reduced the proportions of SFA from
C6:0 to C17:0 (Table 2). The level of most 18-carbon FAs
(C18:0, C18:1, C18:2, C18:3, and isomers) was influenced by
the dietary treatment: in particular, the vaccenic acid (C18:1
t11) percentage increased more than 3-fold with the EL-20
diet. Stearic acid (C18:0) and oleic acid (C18:1 c9) were also
positively influenced by the dietary treatment. A significant
increase of some isomers of C18:2was also observed following
EL dietary supplementation. The concentration of rumenic
acid (C18:2 c9 t11) showed a trend similar to that of vaccenic
acid. An increase in the percentage of ALA values was also
found. The arachidonic acid (C20:4 n-6) was the PUFA
present in greatest concentration in the CTR milk and
decreased with EL supplementation. LC-PUFA n-3 (C20:5,
C22:6) percentage in milk was not modified by diet and
was below 0.2%. These results showed on the whole that the
EL supplementation decreased the percentage of SFA and
increased the MUFA and PUFA contents, thus contributing
tomodifying the P/S ratio and the n-6/n-3 ratio.These results
are in agreement with most data published in the literature
[26, 30, 31].

3.2. Growth Performance. The BW at birth and growth
performance of lambs before weaning were not affected by
the dietary treatment of the mothers (Table 3). These data
are in agreement with Gallardo et al. [32], who examined the
performance of Churra lambs slaughtered at a BW of 12 kg
and fed with the milk of ewes receiving linseed oil-enriched
(2.6%) diets. In this experiment, no dietary effects on growth
performance were observed.

In contrast, the postweaning growth rate was influenced
by both lamb diet and maternal feeding regimen, with the
EL-10 treatment being the most effective in improving the
performance (Table 3). The intermediate level of dietary EL
(and the limited daily intake of concentrate) was possibly
able to provide the rumen environment with the optimal
amount of lipids and, in the same time, did not impair
dry matter degradability. It has been shown that at the
highest EL concentration used in this study (20% of the
concentrate) ruminal degradability and milk production can
be negatively affected in dairy ewes [33, 34]. Berthelot et al.
[16] evaluated the effects of EL-enriched diets administered
to either Vendeen ewes or their lambs in 2 × 2 factorial

arrangement using lower EL contents in both maternal
(12.5%) and lamb (6%) concentrates compared to the EL
levels used in the present study. In their experiment, no
dietary effects were observed on lamb growth performance
before and after weaning. When analysing the effects of diets
which differed in their n-6/n-3 FA ratio (from 2.3 to 15.6) and
included linseed oil, soybean oil, or cottonseed oil, Kim et
al. [35] did not report differences in BW variations among
experimental groups. In contrast, Ponnampalam et al. [8]
examined the effects of different forms of dietary n-3 FA on
ewe lambs performance and found that whole linseed added
to the diet (10%) improved carcass yield, feed : weight gain,
and final BW. Jerónimo et al. [36] replaced sunflower oil
with linseed oil in Merino Branco ram lambs’ (average initial
BW: 23 kg) diets and found a linear increase in live slaughter
weight and hot carcass weight. It must be stressed, however,
that comparisons should be interpreted with caution since
most experimental factors (genotype, diet composition, feed
intake, age at the beginning of the trial, average daily gain,
and BW at slaughter) markedly differ between the published
studies and the present work.

As for the maternal diet effect, a possible epigenetic
influence can be hypothesized. There are no experimental
data which support this hypothesis in sheep; however, a
maternal high-fat diet was shown to increase offspring BW
in mice [9]. These BW changes did not correlate with
feed or energy intake, but they were rather associated with
an epigenetic influence of the GH/IGF-I axis. Indeed, the
nutritional status experienced by animals around birth has
implications not only for later life risks of developing diseases
but also for adipose tissue growth and serum hormone levels
[37]. In a series of animal studies, offspring of mothers fed a
diet high in calories or high in fat before birth were heavier
and had a higher percentage of body fat throughout life
[10]. From an evolutionary point of view, the modification
of the body size would be a proper response to changing
factors such as food availability [38]. In addition, it has been
demonstrated in pigs that a maternal diet rich in linseed oil
during gestation and lactation can significantly modify the
FA composition, structure, and physiology of the offspring
ileum, thereby influencing the digestive processes [14].

3.3.MeatQuality Traits. Themeat quality results are reported
in Table 4. No differences were recorded between the LL and
SM muscles for all the parameters examined in this study
(data not shown). For this reason, data reported in Tables 4
and 5 were pooled across muscles.

The lamb diet was able to affect meat pH and lightness
values recorded after 24 hours: EL-10 samples showed a slight
but significant lower pH than the EL-20 ones and a higher
𝐿
∗ value when compared to CTR. Neither lamb nor maternal

diet was able to affect proximal chemical composition and
cholesterol content of the meat. These results show that lamb
meat has similar chemical traits regardless of the EL content
of both maternal and lamb diets. The differences recorded
for the pH and color coordinate values, even if statistically
significant, are of limited value. Furthermore, no effects on
the other parameters generally linked with muscle pH and
lightness, that is, cooking loss, were observed. These results
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Table 2: Effect of linseed supplementation on the fatty acid profile (g/100 g of total fatty acids methyl esters) of milk.

Maternal diet SEM 𝑃
CTR EL-10 EL-20

C4:0 3.38 3.61 3.39 0.081 0.433
C6:0 2.84a 2.51b 1.83c 0.108 <0.001
C8:0 2.97a 2.44b 1.53c 0.148 <0.001
C10:0 9.38a 7.06b 4.54c 0.494 <0.001
C11:0 0.46a 0.30b 0.25b 0.031 0.004
C12:0 5.23a 3.91b 2.51c 0.272 <0.001
C13:0 0.20a 0.15b 0.10c 0.010 <0.001
C14:0 11.46a 9.64b 8.04c 0.350 <0.001
C14:1 0.27a 0.17b 0.11c 0.016 <0.001
C15:0 1.18a 1.15a 1.03b 0.021 0.003
C16:0 26.38a 21.55b 18.95c 0.754 <0.001
C16:1 1.54a 1.16b 0.95c 0.060 <0.001
C17:0 0.82a 0.79a 0.70b 0.017 0.002
C17:1 0.25a 0.21b 0.15c 0.010 <0.001
C18:0 6.58a 9.38b 10.90c 0.450 <0.001
C18:1 trans-9 0.38a 0.67b 0.75c 0.039 <0.001
C18:1 trans-11 2.28a 4.27b 7.22c 0.439 <0.001
C18:1 cis-9 14.28a 17.55b 18.69c 0.462 <0.001
C18:2 trans-9, trans-12 0.04a 0.14b 0.35c 0.033 <0.001
C18:2 cis-9, cis-12 2.79 2.81 2.81 0.020 0.883
C18:2 cis-9, trans-11 0.72a 1.44b 2.18c 0.145 <0.001
C18:3 n-3 1.14a 1.53b 1.96c 0.082 <0.001
C18:3 n-6 0.04a 0.02b 0.01b 0.005 0.010
C20:0 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.004 0.694
C20:4 n-6 0.16a 0.07b 0.03b 0.014 0.002
C20:5 n-3 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.004 0.586
C21:0 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.009 0.636
C22:0 0.11 0.14 0.14 0.009 0.250
C22:5 n-3 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.004 0.559
C22:6 n-3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.002 0.417
C23:0 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.010 0.984
C24:0 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.008 0.893
n-6/n-3 2.26a 1.72b 1.48c 0.084 <0.001
SFA 71.46a 63.07b 54.32c 1.707 <0.001
PUFA 5.11a 6.25b 7.61c 0.251 <0.001
MUFA 19.02a 24.03b 27.88c 0.885 <0.001
P/S 0.07a 0.10b 0.14c 0.007 <0.001
CTR: diet without extruded linseed; EL-10: diet containing 100 g/kg of extruded linseed; EL-20: diet containing 200 g/kg of extruded linseed; SFA, saturated
fatty acids; MUFA, monounsaturated fatty acids; PUFA, polyunsaturated fatty acids; P/S, polyunsaturated/saturated fatty acids.
Means with different superscript within the same row differ.

are in accordance with Moloney et al. [39], who reported
similar trends in final pH and color of SM and LL of lambs
fed with linseed oil and NaOH-treated linseed compared to a
control group. Similarly, only few differenceswere reported in
the meat composition of Manchego lambs fed with EL, when
compared to control animals, and no effects were recorded
in the meat of lambs derived from Churra ewes fed with a
linseed oil-enriched diet [7, 40]. However, the comparison
with data reported by other authors should be carefully

considered as the differences between experimental factors
can influence the final meat quality characteristics.

The fatty acid composition of the meat was markedly
modified by the lamb dietary treatment (Table 5). The pro-
portion of SFA from 12:0 to 17:0 decreased with the EL dietary
supplementation.The EL supplementationmodified the level
of most 18-carbons and increased the stearic acid concen-
tration. A remarkable increase of vaccenic acid, linoleic acid
(C18:2 c9 c12), ALA, and the sum of LC-PUFA n-3 was
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Table 3: Effect of maternal and lamb postweaning diets on body weight (BW, kg), average daily gain (ADG, kg/die), and cold carcass weight
of light Sarda lambs.

Maternal diet (M) SEM Postweaning diet (PW) SEM 𝑃

CTR EL-10 EL-20 CTR EL-10 EL-20 M × PW
BW at birth 3.48 3.65 3.49 0.09
BW at weaning 16.64 15.41 15.89 0.65
ADG at weaning 0.206 0.184 0.201 0.01
BW at slaughter 18.46b 19.22a 18.83ab 0.32 18.97AB 19.32A 18.58B 0.29 0.281
ADG at slaughter 0.074b 0.103a 0.092ab 0.01 0.090AB 0.107A 0.073B 0.01 0.318
Cold carcass weight 8.96b 9.29a 9.04ab 0.35 9.13ab 9.34a 9.15b 0.22 0.565
CTR: diet without extruded linseed; EL-10: diet containing 100 g/kg of extruded linseed; EL-20: diet containing 200 g/kg of extruded linseed.
Means with different superscript within the same row differ. a,b𝑃 < 0.05; A,B𝑃 < 0.01.

Table 4: Effect of maternal and lamb postweaning diets on meat quality traits of light lamb meat.

Item Maternal diet (M) SEM Postweaning diet (PW) SEM 𝑃

CTR EL-10 EL-20 CTR EL-10 EL-20 M × PW
pH, 15min 6.64 6.68 6.59 0.04 6.61 6.62 6.68 0.05 0.384
pH, 24 h 5.98 5.98 5.94 0.01 5.97ab 5.94b 6.00a 0.02 0.139
Raw meat colour
𝐿
∗ 43.28 43.74 44.79 0.67 42.56b 45.44a 43.82ab 0.78 0.174
𝑎
∗ 23.02 22.90 22.99 0.46 23.15 22.14 23.61 0.54 0.243
𝑏
∗ 6.44 6.47 6.68 0.24 6.43 6.38 6.79 0.29 0.489

Cooking loss (%) 25.15 24.44 24.66 0.77 24.70 25.36 24.20 0.91 0.683
WB shear force (N/cm2) 5.12 5.70 5.36 0.14 4.83 5.53 5.82 0.17 0.925
Protein (%) 19.86 18.46 19.12 0.36 19.41 18.94 19.09 0.41 0.962
Lipid (%) 3.06 3.23 2.96 0.14 3.11 3.02 3.11 0.16 0.483
Ash (%) 1.03 1.02 1.03 0.03 1.01 1.04 1.03 0.02 0.219
Cholesterol (mg/100 g) 53.56 51.81 58.37 3.15 52.69 59.55 51.49 3.47 0.246
CTR: diet without extruded linseed; EL-10: diet containing 100 g/kg of extruded linseed; EL-20: diet containing 200 g/kg of extruded linseed.
Means with different superscript within the same row differ at 𝑃 < 0.05.

induced by the EL-20-enriched diet. These results are in
agreement with data obtained by de la Fuente-Vázquez et al.
[7] with Manchego lambs fed a concentrate containing 8.7%
EL. In this study a decrease in SFA andMUFAand an increase
in PUFA and n-3 FA, C18:3 n-3 in particular (6.5-fold higher
compared to control), was observed. The C18:3 n-3 increase
is strongly related to the presence of linseed in the diet, with
this oilseed being themajor dietary source of ALA [41, 42]. As
for the long chain n-3 FA, they are recovered only in limited
amounts in meat as herbivore diets normally lack these FA
(unless marine sources are used). However, results from the
present study reinforce the hypothesis that a conversion of
ALA to LC-PUFA n-3 through elongation and desaturation
in tissues is possible [16, 36]. The competition between C18:2
n-6 and C18:3 n-3 for desaturation enzymes might affect the
conversion to long chain derivatives. The higher proportion
of LC-PUFA n-3 in total n-3 FA, compared to the proportion
of LC-PUFAn-6 in total n-6 FA, is likely due to the preference
of these enzymes for ALA [36].

Table 5 shows the influence of the maternal diet during
gestation and lactation on the FA composition of lamb
meat. Major effects can be found on SFA (C12:0 and C14:0),
MUFA (C18:1 t11), and PUFA, among which rumenic acid

(C18:2 c9 t11) and DHA (C22:6 n-3) increased and C20:4 n-
6 decreased. To our knowledge, there are no published data
concerning the effects of the nutritional status experienced
by lambs around birth on the FA metabolism in later life. It
has been demonstrated in rats that type of fat fed to mice
during gestation and lactation can affect the influence of
the dietary fat after weaning on the FA composition of liver
and hearth in the offspring [43]. Hoile et al. [11] showed
that maternal fat intake in rats was able to modify, through
epigenetic regulation, the messenger RNA expression of the
genes encoding Δ-5 and Δ-6 desaturases (Fads1 and Fads2)
and alter the C20:4 n-6 and C22:6 n-3 status in liver. Even
if these results cannot be entirely transposed to the ovine
species, it can be hypothesized that a similar epigenetic
regulation of the FA synthesis exists. In a recent study with
goats fed with a linseed oil-supplemented diet, Ebrahimi et
al. [15, 44] found an effect on the expression of the PPAR-𝛼
gene associated with the regulation of FA metabolic pathway
and a downregulation of the SCD gene expression.

3.4. Sensory Analysis. The consumer analysis did not reveal
any effect on overall acceptability and sensory properties of
meat, except for a higher perception of extraneous flavours
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Table 5: Effect of maternal or lamb postweaning diet on the fatty acid composition of light lamb meat (g/100 g of fatty acids methyl esters).

Item Maternal diet (M) SEM Lamb postweaning diet (PW) SEM P
CTR EL-10 EL-20 CTR EL-10 EL-20 M × PW

C10:0 0.109 0.137 0.108 0.021 0.145 0.115 0.095 0.026 0.181
C12:0 0.463A 0.333B 0.335B 0.021 0.435A 0.401A 0.296B 0.023 <0.001
C14:0 4.240a 3.449b 3.648b 0.012 4.296A 3.680B 3.360B 0.148 <0.001
C14:1 0.091 0.042 0.050 0.018 0.100 0.055 0.027 0.022 0.048
C15:0 0.559 0.554 0.515 0.023 0.535 0.543 0.549 0.028 0.188
C16:0 21.618 20.413 20.076 0.031 22.220A 20.446B 19.441B 0.375 0.068
C16:1 1.890A 1.313B 1.460AB 0.067 1.837A 1.454B 1.372B 0.082 0.127
C17:0 1.026 1.001 1.008 0.019 1.073A 1.040A 0.921B 0.025 0.769
C17:1 0.033 0.182 0.078 0.031 0.155 0.091 0.047 0.038 0.311
C18:0 12.708 13.950 13.478 0.262 12.531b 13.673ab 13.932a 0.321 0.284
C18:1 t n-9 0.161 0.073 0.124 0.043 0.076 0.206 0.077 0.055 0.256
C18:1 c n-9 26.703 26.160 27.854 0.512 28.701A 26.678AB 25.337B 0.653 0.379
C18:1 t 11 3.027b 3.716ab 4.040a 0.165 3.050b 3.810ab 3.921a 2.211 0.217
C18:2 t n-6 0.020ab 0.018b 0.061 0.011 0.034 0.009 0.055 0.014 0.199
C18:2 c n-6 10.613 11.115 10.221 0.399 9.210B 10.877AB 11.862A 0.510 0.053
C18:2 c9,t11 1.034B 1.238AB 1.456A 0.071 1.139 1.293 1.296 0.090 0.829
C18:3 n-3 2.422 2.759 2.669 0.087 2.041C 2.714B 3.096A 0.107 0.066
C20:0 tr. tr. 0.003 0.003 0.003 tr. tr. 0.003 0.883
C21:0 tr. 0.006 0.021 0.008 0.021 0.006 tr. 0.007 0.088
C22:0 tr. tr. 0.021 0.011 0.009 0.012 tr. 0.014 0.916
C20:4 n-6 4.347A 3.774AB 3.333B 0.171 4.053 3.529 3.872 0.210 0.036
C20:3 n-6 0.189b 0.273a 0.222ab 0.015 0.188 0.233 0.263 0.019 0.107
C23:0 0.171AB 0.207A 0.121B 0.017 0.161 0.133 0.203 0.020 0.001
C20:5 n-3 0.793 0.963 0.945 0.071 0.718 0.957 1.026 0.087 0.539
C22:5 n-3 1.211 1.312 1.103 0.068 1.009b 1.270ab 1.346a 0.083 0.553
C22:6 n-3 0.307b 0.420a 0.354ab 0.019 0.324 0.362 0.395 0.023 0.008
SFA 40.893 40.051 39.333 0.446 41.429a 40.049ab 38.799b 0.546 0.035
MUFA 31.905 31.486 33.605 0.614 33.920a 32.294ab 30.782b 0.752 0.395
Other MUFA 2.014a 1.537b 1.588b 0.081 2.092A 1.600B 1.446B 0.111 0.205
PUFA 20.936 21.873 20.363 0.719 18.717b 21.244ab 23.212a 0.914 0.104
n-6 15.169 15.180 13.836 0.550 13.485 14.647 16.053 0.674 0.081
n-3 4.733 5.454 5.071 0.219 4.093B 5.304A 5.863A 0.268 0.246
n-3 LC-PUFA 2.311 2.695 2.403 0.145 2.052b 2.590ab 2.767a 0.178 0.391
n-6/n-3 3.419A 2.798B 2.759B 0.076 3.380A 2.813B 2.783B 0.097 0.026
IDCLA 26.591 25.140 26.268 0.570 27.927A 25.599AB 24.473B 0.698 0.212
ATH 0.763a 0.665b 0.669b 0.021 0.777A 0.687B 0.634B 0.022 0.001
THR 1.045 0.954 0.955 0.025 1.088A 0.969B 0.898B 0.031 0.054
CTR: diet without extruded linseed; EL-10: diet containing 100 g/kg of extruded linseed; EL-20: diet containing 200 g/kg of extruded linseed.
SFA: saturated fatty acids.
MUFA: monounsaturated fatty acids.
PUFA: polyunsaturated fatty acids.
n-3 LC-PUFA: n-3 long chain-polyunsaturated fatty acids.
IDCLA: index of the Δ9-desaturase activity = C18:2 cis 9, trans-11 × 100/C18:1 trans-11 + C18:2 cis-9, trans-11.
ATH: atherogenicity index = C12:0 + (4 × C14:0 + C16:0)/MUFA + PUFA.
THR: thrombogenicity index = C14:0 + C16:0 + C18:0/(0.5 ×MUFA + 0.5 × n-6 PUFA + 3 × n-3 PUFA + n-3 PUFA/n-6 PUFA).
Tr: traces, under the detectable limits.
Means with different superscript within the same row differ. a,b𝑃 < 0.05; A,B𝑃 < 0.01; A,B,C𝑃 < 0.001.

in the EL-20 samples (Table 6). This effect was influenced by
the presence of seasoning (salt, olive oil, and spices) as well,
being samples without seasoning characterised by a higher
score for extraneous flavours (2,3 versus 0.2 for samples with

or without seasoning, resp.) (Table 6). There are not many
reports in the literature showing the effects of dietary linseed
on the sensory quality of the cooked lamb meat. As reported
by several authors [45, 46], the use of dietary n-3 PUFA
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Table 6: Effect of lamb postweaning (PW) diet and presence of seasoning (S) on sensory properties of light lamb meat.

Item CTR EL-20 SEM 𝑃

With seasoning Without seasoning With seasoning Without seasoning PW S
Lamb meat odour 5.357 5.740 5.373 5.917 0.520 0.762 0.387
Extraneous odour 1.342 2.364 1.748 3.021 0.601 0.152 0.065
Lamb meat flavour 5.162 4.967 5.578 5.788 0.568 0.079 0.990
Extraneous flavour 0.100 2.026 0.406 2.733 0.516 0.014 <0.001
Overall liking 7.089 5.899 6.606 5.055 0.678 0.114 0.051
CTR: diet without extruded linseed; EL-20: diet containing 200 g/kg of extruded linseed.
Seasoning: salt, olive oil, and spices.

can affect the susceptibility to oxidation of the meat and
induce flavours defects. After feeding lambs protected PUFA
from sunflower seeds, higher notes for extraneous aroma
and flavour and decreased lamb meat typical flavour were
reported by Park et al. [47]. In another study, where steers
were fed diets containing the same linseed concentration
as that used in the present experiment (0.2% of BW), a
perception of extraneous flavours was recorded [48]. In
contrast, lamb steaks obtained from animals that received
linseed oil-enriched diet were given the highest scores for
lamb flavour and overall liking and the lowest score for
“abnormal” lamb flavour [49].

Finally, the sensory properties of meat were affected to
variable extent by age, gender, and geographical origin of the
assessor (data not shown).

4. Conclusions

Nutritionists recommend an increase in the intake of LC-
PUFAn-3 andCLA, aswell as an increase in the ratio of PUFA
to SFA and/or in the ALA to C18:2 n-6 ratio in dietary lipids.
Results from the present experiment confirm that dietary
linseed can effectively modify the lipid composition of lamb
meat and increase the amounts of FA with nutraceutical
activity.

In addition, the level of EL supplementation in both
maternal and lamb feeds appeared to positively affect growth
performance, while it did not significantly influence the
sensory properties of the meat.

Although the data obtained need further confirmation by
molecular biology studies in the ovine species, it is suggested
that the nutritional environment in early life provides cues
for fetal development and can be crucial for FA metabolism
throughout life.
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Skeletal muscle consists of several tissues, such as muscle fibers and connective and adipose tissues. This review aims to describe
the features of these various muscle components and their relationships with the technological, nutritional, and sensory properties
of meat/flesh from different livestock and fish species. Thus, the contractile and metabolic types, size and number of muscle fibers,
the content, composition and distribution of the connective tissue, and the content and lipid composition of intramuscular fat
play a role in the determination of meat/flesh appearance, color, tenderness, juiciness, flavor, and technological value. Interestingly,
the biochemical and structural characteristics of muscle fibers, intramuscular connective tissue, and intramuscular fat appear to
play independent role, which suggests that the properties of these various muscle components can be independently modulated by
genetics or environmental factors to achieve production efficiency and improve meat/flesh quality.

1. Introduction

Themuscle mass of livestock and fish species used to produce
human food represents 35 to 60% of their body weight.
The striated skeletal muscles attached to the backbone are
involved in voluntary movements and facilitate the locomo-
tion and posture. Skeletal muscles exhibit a wide diversity
of shapes, sizes, anatomical locations, and physiological fun-
ctions. They are characterized by a composite appearance
because in addition to muscle fibers, they contain connec-
tive, adipose, vascular, and nervous tissues. Muscle fibers,
intramuscular connective tissue, and intramuscular fat play
key roles in the determination of meat and fish flesh qual-
ity. Concerning meat and aquatic products, the different
stakeholders, that is, producers, slaughterers, processors,
distributors, and consumers, exhibit varied and specific
requirements about quality that depend on their use of

the products. Quality is generally described by 4 terms:
security (hygienic quality), healthiness (nutritional quality),
satisfaction (organoleptic quality), and serviceability (ease of
use, ability to be processed, and prices). Satisfaction is driven
by the qualities perceived by consumers. They include color,
texture, and juiciness aswell as flavor, which is associatedwith
the aromas released in the mouth when the product is con-
sumed. Satisfaction is also driven by technological qualities
that reflect the ability of the product to be processed. They
are mostly associated with a decrease in technological yield
because of a decrease in water-holding capacity during cold
storage (exudations) and cooking or because of damage that
occurs after slicing. Better technological qualities are asso-
ciated with low losses. The nutritional qualities depend pri-
marily on the nutritional value of the fats, carbohydrates, and
proteins that make up the food. A meat that is rich in
proteins with a high proportion of essential amino acids
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Figure 1: General organization of the muscle [9]. Skeletal muscle predominantly consists of muscle fibers and connective tissue. The
latter is distributed on three levels of scale in the muscle: the endomysium, which surrounds each muscle fiber, the perimysium, which
compartmentalizes muscle in fiber bundles, and finally the epimysium, which is the external envelope of muscle. Within the fibers, the
myofibrils occupy nearly the entire intracellular volume. The contractile unit of the muscle fiber is the sarcomere.

and polyunsaturated fatty acids is considered to exhibit
good nutritional quality. Finally, hygienic qualities reflect
the product’s capacity to be safely consumed. They are
primarily related to the bacterial load of the product and the
presence of chemical residues such as herbicides or pesticides
and other environmental pollutants in the product. Among
the cited qualities, critical points concerning the quality
of beef for consumers are primarily tenderness, color, and
healthiness. However, the primary cause of the consumer
failure to repurchase beef is variability in tenderness [1]. In
fish, the best quality is firm, cohesive flesh with a good water-
holding capacity [2]. In meat and fish flesh, these qualities
are influenced by many in vivo and postmortem (pm) factors
such as species, genotypes, nutritional and environmental
factors, slaughtering conditions, and pm processing. Because
these factors also influence the structure and composition
of skeletal muscle, their effect on meat quality could largely
involve direct relationships between intramuscular biological
properties and meat quality traits. However, such relation-
ships are not always clear among species. Thus, the aim of
this paper is to provide an overview of the structure and com-
position (muscle fibers, intramuscular connective tissue, and
intramuscular fat) of muscle in livestock and fish and their
relationships with the different qualities. Recent genomic
studies on various rearing species to identify new biomarkers
of meat quality have been previously reviewed [3] and when
necessary will be briefly addressed in this paper.

2. Muscle Structure

2.1. Macroscopic Scale. Skeletal muscle consists of approx-
imately 90% muscle fibers and 10% of connective and fat
tissues. The connective tissue in skeletal muscle is divided
into the endomysium,which surrounds eachmuscle fiber, the
perimysium, which surrounds bundles of muscle fibers, and
the epimysium, which surrounds themuscle as a whole [4, 5].

When meat pieces consist of a unique muscle, the epimy-
sium is removed. However, when a meat piece includes sev-
eralmuscles, only the external epimysium is absent (Figure 1).
Skeletal muscle also contains fat tissue and to a lesser extent
vascular andnervous tissues. In fish, the edible part, the fillets,
consists of several muscles (myomeres), which are fitted into
one another and separated by connective tissue sheaths of a
fewmillimeters thickness, known asmyosepta.Themyosepta
exhibit structural continuity from the vertebral axis to the
skin. Their role is to ensure the transmission of the fiber-
contraction forces of one myomere to another and to the
skeleton and skin. This particular structure, with alternating
muscle and connective sheaths, is termed a metameric orga-
nization. In a “round” fish of commercial size, the shape of
the myomeres of a fillet resembles a W (Figure 2). However,
this organization is more complex in cross section (i.e.,
a cutlet) (Figure 3). The myosepta can be considered to be
the epimysia of terrestrial livestock species muscle. The other
intramuscular connective tissues of fish exhibit a similar
organization to that found in terrestrial animals. A unique
characteristic of fishmuscle is an anatomical separation at the
macroscopic scale of the three main types of muscle: a major
whitemuscle, a superficial redmuscle (along the skin), and an
intermediate pink muscle. These muscles are present in each
myomere (Figure 3). The fish fillet also contains intramus-
cular adipose tissue located within a myomere between the
myofibers and in the perimysium, butmainly in themyosepta
separating myomeres.

2.2. Microscopic Scale. Muscle fibers are elongated, multi-
nucleated, and spindle-shaped cells of approximately 10 to
100 micrometers diameter and a length that ranges from a
few millimeters in fish to several centimeters in terrestrial
animals. In all species, the fiber size increases with animal age
and is an important parameter of postnatal muscle growth.
Muscle fiber plasma membrane is known as the sarcolemma.
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Figure 2: Diagram of a fish fillet (salmon) in longitudinal section, beneath the skin, to present the W-shape of myomere and the two muscle
types.
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Figure 3: Diagrammatic organization and distribution of muscle
mass on a trout cutlet (cross section).

The cross-sectional area (CSA) of fibers depends on their
metabolic and contractile types (see Section 3.1 for the types
of muscle fiber). In fish, the fiber size distribution varies
according to the importance of the hypertrophic (increase in
cell size due to an increase in volume) and the hyperplasic
growth stages (an increase of muscle volume due to an
increase in cell number). The simultaneous presence of small
and large fibers results in the so-called “mosaic” structure
typically encountered in fish (Figure 4).

Regardless of the species, the myofibrils lined up in bun-
dles occupy nearly the entire intracellular volume of muscle

Figure 4:Histologic cross section of Sea Bass (Dicentrarchus labrax)
white muscle stained with sirius red and fast green. Muscle consists
of large and small fibers (approximately 100 and 10 microns in
diameter, resp.).

fibers. Myofibrils have a diameter of approximately 1 𝜇m and
consist of small subunits: the myofilaments (Figure 1). Lon-
gitudinal cross sections of myofibrils observed by electron
microscopy exhibit alternating dark (A bands) and light areas
(I bands). Each I band is divided into two portions by a Z line.
The repeating unit found between two Z lines is the sarcom-
ere, which is the contractile functional unit of the myofibril
(Figure 5). Thin myofilaments primarily consist of actin, the
troponins T, I, and C (which regulate muscle contraction)
and tropomyosin arranged end to end along the actin fila-
ment. Thick myofilaments primarily consist of an assembly
of myosin molecules whose ATPase activity catalyzes the
breakdown of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) into adeno-
sine diphosphate (ADP) and provide the chemical energy
required for muscle contraction. Sarcoplasm, that is, the
cytoplasm of muscle fibers, contains many soluble proteins,
including enzymes of the glycolytic pathway and myoglobin,
which carries oxygen to themitochondria and stains cells red.
It also contains glycogen granules, which represent the pri-
mary local energy reserve of muscle cells, in addition to lipid
droplets.
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Figure 5: The sarcomere, which is the smallest contractile unit of
the muscle, is delimited by the Z disks. It consists of at least thirty
different proteins, of which themost abundant aremyosin and actin.

3. Muscle Biochemical Composition

Skeletal muscles contain approximately 75% water, 20% pro-
tein, 1–10% fat, and 1% glycogen. The biochemical properties
of the major muscle components (i.e., myofibers, connective
tissue, and adipose tissue) are described in the following.

3.1. Muscle Fibers. Muscle fibers are generally characterized
by their contractile and metabolic properties [6, 7]. The con-
tractile properties primarily depend on myosin heavy-chain
isoforms (MyHCs) presentwithin the thick filaments. Inmost
mature mammalian skeletal striated muscles, four types of
MyHC are expressed: I, IIa, IIx, and IIb. The ATPase activity
of these MyHCs is related to the speed of contraction: slow
(type I) and fast (types IIa, IIx, and IIb). Type I fibers exhibit
low-intensity contractions but are resistant to fatigue. They
predominate in postural and respiratory muscles. Muscle
contraction requires energy from ATP, whose requirements
differ widely among the muscle fiber types [8].

Two major pathways of ATP regeneration are used in
the muscle: the oxidative (aerobic) pathway through which
pyruvate is oxidized by the mitochondria, and the glycolytic
(anaerobic) pathwaywherein pyruvate is converted into lactic
acid in the sarcoplasm. The relative importance of these two
pathways determines the metabolic fiber type: oxidative (red;
rich in myoglobin which is the oxygen carrier and pigment
responsible for the red color), or glycolytic (white; nearly
devoid ofmyoglobin because oxygen requirements are highly
limited). Generally, oxidative red fibers exhibit a smaller CSA
than glycolytic white fibers. However, the differential size
between fiber types can vary depending on the muscle and
within the same muscle. For example, oxidative fiber CSA
is greater than glycolytic fiber CSA in the red part of the
semitendinosus muscle in pigs [10]. Similarly in the Rectus
abdominis muscle of cattle, the oxidative red fiber CSA is
larger than white glycolytic fiber CSA [11]. Finally, muscle

Table 1: Biological characteristics of muscle fiber types1 [6].

I IIA IIX IIB
Contraction speed + +++ ++++ +++++
Myofibrillar
ATPase + +++ ++++ +++++

Contraction
threshold + +++ ++++ +++++

Contraction time
per day +++++ ++++ +++ +

Fatigue resistance +++++ ++++ ++ +
Oxidative
metabolism +++++ ++++ ++ +

Glycolytic
metabolism + ++++ ++++ +++++

Phosphocreatine + +++++ +++++ +++++
Glycogen + +++++ ++++ +++++
Triglycerides +++++ +++ + +
Phospholipids +++++ ++++ +++ +
Vascularization +++++ +++ +, ++ +
Myoglobin +++++ ++++ ++ +
Buffering capacity + +++ +++++ +++++
Z line width +++++ +++ +++ +
Diameter ++ +, ++ ++++ +++++
1

+: very low; ++: low; +++: medium; ++++: high; +++++: very high.

fibers are dynamic structures that can switch from one type
to another one according to the following pathway: I↔IIA↔
IIX↔IIB [12]. A summary of the different fiber type proper-
ties inmaturemammalian skeletalmuscle is shown in Table 1.
Despite the obvious presence of their genes, none of the
three isoforms of adult fast MyHC are present in the mature
muscles of all mammalian species. In fact, the IIb MyHC is
not expressed in sheep and horses and has been found only in
certain cattle muscles with strong differences between breeds
[13]. In contrast, strong expression of IIb MyHC is observed
in skeletal muscles of conventional pig breeds selected for
leanness and high growth performance [14]. Regardless of the
species, the most important factor that determines muscle
fiber composition is muscle type, likely in relation to its
specific physiological function. For a given muscle, the fiber
composition varies depending on the species. Thus, pig
Longissimusmuscle contains approximately 10% type I fibers,
10% IIA, 25% IIX, and 55% IIB, whereas bovine Longissimus
contains on average 30% type I fibers, 18% IIA, and 52% IIX.
The composition of muscle fibers is also influenced by breed,
gender, age, physical activity, environmental temperature,
and feeding practices. As in mammals, the muscle fibers
of birds can be classified based on their contractile and
metabolic activities. However, additional classes, for example,
the multitonic innervated slow fibers of types IIIa and IIIb,
which are specific to avian muscles, have been described [15].
In birds, it is difficult to match an isoform of MyHC with
a fiber type due to the simultaneous presence of adult and
developmental types of MyHC in mature fibers. Fish also
exhibit different types of muscle fiber characterized by their
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contractile and metabolic properties. However, in contrast
to mammals or birds, an anatomical separation between the
two main fiber types can be observed in fish. For example, in
trout, fast fibers (similar to mammalian IIB fibers) are found
in the center in a cross-sectional body area, and slow fibers
(similar to the mammalian type I) are found at the periphery
along a longitudinal line under the skin [16]. In addition
to these two main fiber types, minor types, such as the
intermediate type (e.g., the pink fiber type, comparable to the
type IIA) can be found in certain species or at certain stages of
development.The two main types of white and red fiber have
been associated with the expression of fast and slow MyHC,
respectively [17]. However, it can be difficult to systematically
match a MyHC isoform with a fiber type due to the simul-
taneous presence of several MyHCs within the same fiber in
fish, particularly in the small muscle fibers.

3.2. Intramuscular Connective Tissue. The connective tissue
that surrounds muscle fibers and fiber bundles is a loose
connective tissue. It consists of cells and an extracellular
matrix (ECM) that primarily consists of a composite network
of collagen fibers wrapped in a matrix of proteoglycans (PGs)
[4, 18, 19].This paper focuses on themolecules that have been
demonstrated or suspected to play a role in the determina-
tion of meat sensory quality. The collagens are a family of
fibrous proteins. Regardless of the collagen type, the basic
structural unit of collagen (tropocollagen) is a helical struc-
ture that consists of three polypeptide chains coiled around
one another to form a spiral. Tropocollagen molecules are
stabilized by interchain bonds to form fibrils of 50 nm
diameter. These fibrils are stabilized by intramolecular bonds
(disulphide or hydrogen bridges) or intermolecular bonds
(including pyridinoline and deoxypyridinoline), known as
cross-links (CLs). Various types of collagen are found in
skeletal muscle. Fibrillar collagens I and III are the major
ones that appear in mammals [19]. In fish, collagen types
I and V predominate [20]. The other main components of
connective tissue are the PGs [21]. The PGs are complex
multifunctional molecules that consist of a core protein of
molecular weight that ranges from 40 to 350 kDa, linked by
covalent bonds to several dozen glycosaminoglycan chains
(GAGs). PGs form large complexes by binding to other PGs
and to fibrous proteins (such as collagen). They bind cations
(e.g., sodium, potassium, and calcium) and water [22]. The
proportion and the degree of intramuscular collagen cross-
linking depend on muscle type, species, genotype, age, sex,
and level of physical exercise [23]. The total collagen content
varies from 1 to 15% of the muscle dry weight in adult cattle
[19], whereas it varies between 1.3 (Psoas major) and 3.3%
(Latissimus dorsi) of muscle dry weight in LargeWhite pigs at
the commercial slaughter stage [24]. In poultry, the collagen
represents 0.75 to 2% of the muscle dry weight [25]. In fish,
variable contents have been reported according to species
(quantities vary from 1 to 10% between sardines and congers
[26]), within species and between the front and caudal parts
(richer) of the fillet [27]. PGs represent a small proportion of
the muscle dry weight (0.05% to 0.5% in cattle according to
muscles) [28].

3.3. Intramuscular Fat. In mammals, reserve fat is located
in several external and internal anatomical locations such
as around and within the muscle for the intermuscular and
intramuscular (IMF) fats. In this paper, we focus essentially
on IMF because intermuscular fat is trimmed during cutting
and thus has less impact on pork and beef meat. In fish,
fat are located subcutaneously and within the perimysium
and myosepta, and mainly the latter contribute to flesh
quality and is considered in this paper. IMF mostly consists
of structural lipids, phospholipids, and storage lipids (the
triglycerides). The latter are primarily (approximately 80%)
stored in the muscle adipocytes found between fibers and
fiber bundles, and a minor proportion (5–20%) is stored as
lipid droplets within myofibers in the cytoplasm (intracel-
lular lipids) [29]. Between muscle types, the phospholipid
content is relatively constant (i.e., ranging from 0.5 to 1%
of fresh muscle in pigs), whereas the muscle triglyceride
content is highly variable whatever the species [30, 31]. The
IMF content strongly depends on the size and number of
intramuscular adipocytes. In pigs [32, 33] and cattle [30, 34],
the interindividual variation in IMF content of a givenmuscle
between animals of similar genetic background has been
associated with variation in the number of intramuscular
adipocytes. In contrast, variation in the IMF content of a
given muscle between animals of the same genetic origin
and subjected to different dietary energy intakes has been
demonstrated to be associated with variation in adipocyte
size [33]. In fish, the increase in myosepta width is likely
related to an increase in the number and size of adipocytes
[35]. The IMF content varies according to anatomical muscle
origin, age, breed, genotype, diet, and the rearing conditions
of livestock [30, 36–39]. For example, Chinese and American
pigs (e.g., Meishan and Duroc, resp.) or European local pig
breeds (e.g., Iberian and Basque) have higher levels of IMF
than do European conventional genotypes, such as Large
White, Landrace, or Pietrain [40]. The IMF content varies
from 1 to approximately 6% of the fresh Longissimus muscle
weight in conventional genotypes of pigs at the commercial
slaughter stage, with values up to 10% in certain breeds [38].
In cattle, the IMF content of Longissimusmuscle varies from
0.6% in Belgian Blue to 23.3% in Black Japanese at slaughter
at 24 months of age [41]. In French cattle breeds, it has
been demonstrated that selection on muscle mass has been
associated with a decrease in IMF and collagen contents. For
example, the main meat breeds Charolaise, Limousine, and
Blonde d’Aquitaine have less IMF than hardy breeds, such as
Aubrac and Salers, all exhibiting lower IMF levels than dairy
breeds [42] or American or Asian breeds reared under the
same conditions [36, 43]. In fish, the IMF content also varies
between species from less than 3% in “lean” species such
as cod to more than 10% in “fatty” species, such as Atlantic
salmon [37], but also within species. For example, in salmon
flesh, fat content may vary between 8 and 24% [44].

4. Relations between the Different
Muscle Components

Studies based on comparisons between muscle types indicate
that IMF content is typically positively correlated with the
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Figure 6: Semitendinosus muscle cross section from a Basque
pig at 145 kg live weight. The intramuscular fat content (IMF)
is approximately three times higher in the white glycolytic than
in the red oxidative portion of the muscle (Lefaucheur, personal
communication).

percentage of oxidative fibers and negatively with the gly-
colytic fibers [45]. Although oxidative fibers, particularly slow
fibers, exhibit a higher intramyocellular lipid content than fast
glycolytic fibers do [46] and although the IMF content has
often been found to be higher in oxidative than in glycolytic
pig muscles (i.e., Semispinalis versus Longissimus muscles)
[47],many studies also indicate no strict relationship between
total IMF content and muscle fiber composition [6]. In
extreme cases, the IMF content can be three times higher in
the white glycolytic than in the red oxidative part of the Semi-
tendinosus muscle in the pig [34] (Figure 6). A negative cor-
relation between IMF content and the oxidative metabolism
was also found in the pig Longissimusmuscle in a functional
genomic approach [48]. However, positive genetic and phe-
notypic correlations were observed between IMF content and
muscle fiber CSA in pig Longissimus muscle [49]. In fish, in
which white and red muscles are anatomically separated, it is
assumed that red muscles exhibit more elevated fat content
than white muscles due to higher numbers of fat cells
in the perimysium and higher numbers of lipid droplets
within muscle fibers. In Atlantic salmon, a negative genetic
correlation (rg = −0.85) has been reported between the total
number of fibers and the IMF content, which suggests that,
at a similar weight, selection for low IMF would result in an
increase in the number of fibers [50]. Additionally, a negative
correlation between collagen content and IMF (rg = −0.8) has
been observed, which indicates that an increase in IMFwould
cause a relative decrease inmuscle collagen content likely due
to its “dilution” within muscle tissue [51]. No systematic rela-
tionship between the biochemical characteristics of the con-
nective tissue and muscle fiber type has been found in meat-
producing animals. In contrast, in fish, collagen content is
higher in red than in white muscles [52].

5. Mechanisms of Muscle pm Changes and
Quality of Meat and Flesh: Modulation by
Muscle Properties

After slaughter, the meat is typically stored in a cold room
at 4∘C for 2 to 30 days depending on species, subsequent
processingmethods, and packaging.The longest storage peri-
ods are used for beef (one to two weeks for carcasses to one
month for meat pieces stored under vacuum) to facilitate a

natural tenderizing (aging) process. The reduction of muscle
fiber CSA observed during the refrigeration results from a
lateral shrinkage of myofibrils whose amplitude depends on
the slaughter stress of animals and of the stunning technology
(Figure 7) [53]. The aging phase is characterized by various
ultrastructural changes and results in the fragmentation of
muscle fibers. The action of different proteolytic systems
results in characteristicmyofibrillar ruptures along the Z lines
(Figure 7). Mitochondria are deformed and their membranes
altered [18, 54]. As a consequence of the degradation of
costameres, that is, the junction of cytoskeletal proteins to
the sarcolemma, the sarcolemma separates from peripheral
myofibrils [55]. According to Ouali et al. [54], the enzymatic
process starts as soon as bleeding occurs, with an activation of
caspases, which are responsible for damage to cellular compo-
nents during apoptosis. Other proteolytic systems (e.g., cal-
pain, proteasome, and cathepsins) take over to continue the
protein degradation of cells and muscle tissue [56].

Connective tissue also undergoes morphological changes
during meat-aging [19, 21], which are detectable as early as
12 h pm in chickens [25] but only after 2 weeks pm in cattle
[57].This degradation facilitates the solubilization of collagen
during cooking, thus improving the tenderness of cooked
meat. An indirect effect of PGs on the tenderness of cooked
meat has also been suggested. In fact, during aging, reduction
of the perimysium resistance is associated with decreasing
amounts of PGs along with an increase in collagen solubil-
ity due to the increased activity of certain enzymes. One
hypothesis is that PGs may be degraded (spontaneously or
enzymatically) during maturation and no longer protect col-
lagen from enzymatic attacks [21]. In fish, flesh tenderization
is associated with a gradual breakdown of the endomysium
[58] and a detachment of the fibers from one another due
to the rupture of ties with the endomysium and with the
myosepta [59]. Soft-flesh fish demonstrate more endomy-
sium (collagen, PGs) breakdown [60]. Fish myofibrils exhibit
weak ultrastructural changes of the actomyosin complex,
unlike bovinemuscle [61].Thus, in sea bream (Sparus aurata),
I and Z bands are only partially degraded after 12 days of
refrigerated storage [62].

6. Relations between Muscle Properties and
Meat Quality

Among the various components of meat quality, the techno-
logical, nutritional, and sensory dimensions are considered.
The nutritional quality component is primarily determined
by the chemical composition of muscle tissue at slaughter,
whereas the technological and sensorial components result
from complex interactions among the chemical composition
and metabolic properties of the muscle at slaughter and pm
biochemical changes that lead to its conversion into meat
[56, 63]. The structure and muscle composition, the kinetics
of pm changes, and the additional meat use and process-
ing methods that are applied (e.g., mincing, cooking) vary
according to species and cuts, which results inmajor intrinsic
differences inmeat qualities between animal species and cuts.
Therefore, the hierarchy between themost desired qualitative
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Figure 7: (a, b) Histological cross sections of bovine semitendinosus muscle taken at slaughter (a) and 12 days postmortem. (b) Observed by
light microscopy. During storage (4∘C in a cold room), cells shrink and extracellular spaces increase. (c, d) Histological longitudinal section
of bovine semitendinosus muscle taken at slaughter (c) and 12 days postmortem (d) observed by transmission electron microscopy. At the
ultrastructural scale, proteolytic action of enzymes causes breaking of myofibrils along the Z disks.

components varies between species. Prominent examples
include tenderness in cattle, firmness in fish flesh, and water-
holding capacity in pigs and chickens.

6.1. Technological Quality. After slaughter, depending on the
species and the markets, the carcasses are stored in a cold
room and then cut into pieces or muscles. During storage,
the internal structure of muscles changes. The muscle fibers
shrink laterally while expelling intracellular water to extracel-
lular spaces, whose size increases. Subsequently, this water is
expelled at the cut ends ofmuscles [53]. Regarding processing
into cooked products, the technological quality is related to
the water-holding capacity of meat, that is, its ability to retain
its intrinsic water. The water-holding capacity is strongly
influenced by the rate and extent of decrease in the pm pH.
A high rate combined with a high muscle temperature (e.g.,
from stress or intensive physical activity directly prior to
slaughter) causes denaturation of muscle proteins, reduced
water-holding capacity and increase exudation, and cooking

loss of meat in pigs and poultry. A large extent of pH decrease
(i.e., acid meat) reduces the net electric charge of proteins,
which also reduces the water-holding capacity [64, 65]. Mea-
suring pH within one hour after slaughter and then on the
following day to assess the rate and extent of pH decline, the
determination of color and water loss during cold storage are
themain indicators of the technological quality ofmeat.Mus-
cle fiber composition influences the technological quality of
meat, such as the water-holding capacity, which depends on
the evolution of muscle pm pH kinetics and temperature.The
pm pH decrease generally occurs faster in glycolytic muscles
than in oxidative ones [66] although this relationship is not
systematic. In fact, the pH at 45min pm is much lower in
pork Psoas major muscle (27% fiber I) than in Longissimus
muscle (10% I fibers) [6], which could be explained by the
lower buffering capacity of type I fiber (Table 1) or differences
in the kinetics of pm temperature decline according to the
anatomical location of muscles. In addition, stimulation of
muscle glycolytic metabolism in the hour following slaughter
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increases the rate of pH decrease, whichwhen combinedwith
a highmuscle temperaturemay result in protein denaturation
and pale, soft, and exudative (PSE) syndrome in white
muscles, particularly in pigs and chickens. In contrast, the
extent of pm pH drop (ultimate pH; typically determined
24 h pm) is consistently greater in white glycolytic than in red
oxidative muscles due to a higher muscle glycogen content in
vivo and during slaughter in the fast-twitch white glycolytic
fibers. In Large White pig Longissimus muscle, the increase
in rate and extent of pm pH decrease are associated with a
paler color and higher luminance and exudation [49, 67]. In
pigs, twomajor genes that substantially influence the kinetics
of pm pH decrease and water-holding capacity have been
identified. Mutation in the RYR1 gene (also known as the
halothane gene), which encodes a ryanodine receptor that
is part of the calcium release channel of the sarcoplasmic
reticulum, is responsible for a rapid decrease in pm pH and
the development of PSE meat [68]. Another pork quality
defect is due to a mutation in the PRKAG3 gene that encodes
a subunit of the AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) [69].
This mutation results in a very high muscle glycogen level
at slaughter (+70%), particularly in the glycolytic muscles,
which is responsible to a significant extent for the pm pH
decrease and “acid meat” with low water-holding capacity.
Interestingly, the Longissimus muscle of mutated PRKAG3
pigs contains more oxidative fibers [47] and a lower buffering
capacity [70] which contributes to the low ultimate pH in
addition to the greater lactate production from glycogen. A
recent proteomic study in cattle revealed some correlations
betweenmetabolic, antioxidant and proteolytic enzymeswith
pH decline. These data allow a better understanding of the
early pm biological mechanisms involved in pH decline [71].

6.2. Nutritional Quality. Meat and flesh are an important
source of proteins, essential amino acids (AAs), essential fatty
acids (FAs), minerals, and vitamins (A, E, and B), which
determine nutritional quality. The AA profile is relatively
constant between muscles or between species [72]. However,
collagen-rich muscles have a lower nutritional value because
of their high glycine content, a nonessential AA [19]. Com-
pared with white muscles, redmuscles have larger myoglobin
content and thereby provide higher amounts of heme iron,
which is easily assimilated by the body. Although IMF consti-
tutes a small fraction of muscle mass, it is involved in human
FA intake because the content and nature (i.e., the profile) of
meat FA varies according to species, the anatomical origin of
a given muscle, and animal diet [30, 73]. Dietary strategies
have been intensively studied and optimized to decrease sat-
urated fatty acid intakes and increase cis-monounsaturated
and polyunsaturated fatty acids or other bioactive lipids in
animal-derived products for human consumption [30, 73]. In
addition, because n-3 fatty acids with more than 20 carbons
are primarily incorporated into phospholipids rather than
into triglycerides, it is possible to enrich meat content in
these polyunsaturated fatty acids without increasing IMF. For
example, regarding bioactive lipids, the peculiarity of meat
from ruminants is the presence of fatty acids that directly or
indirectly result from ruminal biohydrogenation and that are
proposed to be bioactive fatty acids, such as rumenic acid,

which is the main natural isomer of the conjugated linoleic
acids [30] and known to prevent certain forms of cancer in
animal models. However, during pm aging and meat storage,
lipids undergo alterations (e.g., peroxidation), whose impor-
tance depends on the FA composition of the meat. These
alterations may impair the sensory (e.g., color, flavor) and
nutritional qualities of the meat [63, 74].

6.3. Sensory Quality

6.3.1. Color and Appearance. The composition of muscle
fibers influences meat color via the amount and the chemical
state of myoglobin.The high myoglobin content of type I and
type IIA fibers results in a positive relationship between the
proportion of these fibers and red color intensity. In deep
muscles and meat stored under vacuum, myoglobin is in a
reduced state and exhibits purple red color. When exposed
to oxygen, myoglobin is oxygenated into oxymyoglobin,
which gives the meat an attractive bright red color. During
meat storage, myoglobin can be oxidized intometmyoglobin,
which produces a brown, unattractive color that is negatively
perceived by consumers [75, 76]. Many ante- and pm factors,
such as animal species, sex, age, the anatomical location
and physiological function of muscles, physical activity, the
kinetics of pm pH decrease, the carcass chilling rate, and
meat packaging, influence the concentration and chemical
state of pigments and consequently meat color [77]. Muscles
from cattle, sheep, horses, and migratory birds (e.g., geese,
ducks) that contain high proportions of type I fibers rich in
myoglobin are thus prone to metmyoglobin formation and
decreased color stability. In contrast, a high proportion of
glycolytic fibers results in the production of white meat, as
found in chickens and pigs. Double-muscled cattle (mutation
in themyostatin gene) presentmuscles with a high proportion
of fast glycolytic fibers and consequently pale meat [3].

Meat color also depends on diet. For example, the feeding
of calves with cow’s milk that is free of iron limits myoglobin
biosynthesis, which results in pale meat as a result of iron
deficiency.

In fish, only the superficial lateral red muscle, which is
rich in myoglobin, exhibits intense (generally brown) color,
whereas the white muscle is rather translucent. In the case
of salmonids, the orange-red color of the flesh is due to
the presence of food-supplied carotenoid pigments, such as
astaxanthin, in the muscle fibers. Differences in lipid levels
can result in variations in the thickness of myosepta (i.e.,
the ”white stripes” trait), which can be detected by a trained
sensory panel in fish that exhibit the contrasted muscle yields
associated with different lipid contents [78]. On a given fish
slice (cross section), red muscles can also be observed on the
edge of white muscle, which represents approximately 90% of
the muscle. Consumer perception of the red muscle, which
oxidizes quickly pm to brown and then to black, is generally
negative, and this red muscle is occasionally removed for
premium products (e.g., smoked fillets). In addition to color,
the quantity and distribution of marbling within a muscle
slice affect appearance and thus can affect the acceptance of
meat and meat products by consumers (cf. Section 6.3.3). In
fish, another major defect of flesh (fillet) appearance is the
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so-called “gaping” defect, which results from the partial dis-
ruption of the myosepta or the fiber/myosepta interface. The
biological and/or technological origin of this quality defect
remains unclear.

6.3.2. Tenderness. Tenderness and its variability are the most
important sensory characteristic for beef consumers. Beef
meat has a much higher basic toughness (determined by
the proportion, distribution, and nature of the intramuscular
connective tissue) and lower pm tenderization process than
those of pork or poultry [63]. Thus, the pm aging duration
is essential for beef tenderness [79]. In pigs and poultry, the
pm acidification kinetics of muscles, which is faster than
in cattle [79], strongly influences the texture (i.e., juiciness,
tenderness) and the technological properties of meat (e.g.,
water-holding capacity) [63]. In cattle, the relationships
between fiber characteristics and tenderness are complex
and vary according to muscle, sex, age, and breed [80]. For
example, among bulls, Longissimus thoracis tenderness is
often associated with a decrease in fiber CSA and an increase
in oxidative metabolism, whereas in the Vastus lateralis
and semitendinosus muscles, the higher that the glycolytic
activity is, the tenderer the meat is [81]. However, a negative
correlation between the intensity of the oxidativemetabolism
and tenderness has also been observed in the Longissimus
muscle of cattle [82]. Using biomarkers of beef tenderness
Picard et al. [83] demonstrated that in breeds characterized
by a muscle metabolism more fast glycolytic, such as the
French beef breeds, the most tender Longissimus thoracis are
the most oxidative. On the contrary, in breeds whose muscle
metabolism is more oxidative, such as Aberdeen Angus, the
most glycolytic Longissimus thoracis are the tenderest. This
is in accordance with the fact that in breeds that exhibit
oxidative muscles, such as Angus or dairy breeds, rib steaks
with low red color intensity are tenderer. In contrast, among
the main French beef breeds that exhibit more glycolytic
muscles, the reddest the muscle is, the tenderer the meat is
[83]. A higher proportion of glycolytic fibers could improve
the tenderness of certain muscles by accelerating pm aging
due to the presence of a higher calpain/calpastatin ratio (two
proteins involved in proteolysis) [84] in the meat of animal
species with slow meat-aging, such as cattle and sheep [82].
However, for other authors, the improvement inmeat tender-
ness associatedwith the increase in the type I fiber proportion
is explained by the higher protein turnover and associated
proteolytic activity in the oxidative fibers [85]. Among bulls,
except for rib steak, meat tenderness does not seem to be
associatedwith fiberCSAbutwith themetabolic properties of
muscle fibers.

In pigs, a functional genomic study has reported a
negative impact of the abundance of fast fibers and of high
glycolytic metabolism on meat tenderness [48]. This study
also demonstrates that reduced expressions of protein synthe-
sis genes (e.g., antiapoptotic heat shock-proteins genes and
the calpastatin gene) and an increase in the expression level
of genes involved in protein degradation (particularly protea-
somes) are associated with a lower shear force (i.e., improved
tenderness) at 1 day pm. A negative relationship between
average fast glycolytic fiber CSA and tenderness has been

demonstrated in pigs [86]. Therefore, a strategy aimed at
increasing the total number of fibers combined with mod-
erate fiber CSA and an increase in the percentage of slow-
twitch oxidative fibers could be a promisingmeans to increase
muscle quantity while preserving the sensory quality of pork
[6]. In contrast, in chickens, an increase in fiber CSA in
the Pectoralis muscle is associated with a decrease in muscle
glycogen content, higher ultimate pH and water-holding
capacity, and improved tenderness [87]. However, contradic-
tory data for chickens also report negative effects of fiber CSA
on meat water-holding capacity and tenderness [88]. In fish,
comparisons between species have observed a negative cor-
relation between the mean diameter of muscle fibers and
flesh firmness. However, this relationship seems more con-
troversial within species: similar results have been found for
smoked Atlantic salmon and the raw flesh of brown and rain-
bow trout, whereas other studies did not demonstrate a rela-
tionship between fiber size and the texture of salmon or cod
flesh. Altogether, as in pigs, it appears that hyperplasic rather
than hypertrophic muscle growth is better for the quality of
fish products.

Connective tissue influences meat tenderness by its com-
position and structure [4], particularly in cattle, whereby
collagen is generally considered to be the major determinant
of the shear force. However, there are substantial differences
between raw and cooked meat.The shear force of rawmeat is
highly correlated with its collagen content [21, 89]. In cooked
meat, the level of correlation between the content, thermal
solubility, or cross-linking level of collagen and meat shear
force is unclear and varies according tomuscle type and cook-
ing conditions [90, 91]. During heating, the collagen fibers
shrink and pressurize muscle fibers with a magnitude that
depends on the degree of collagen cross-linking and the orga-
nization of the endomysium and the perimysium.The level of
interaction between collagen andmuscle fibersmodulates the
thermal denaturation of collagen (i.e., its gelatinization) and
therefore the development ofmeat tenderness during cooking
[89]. In pigs and chickens, it is generally considered that
collagen has a limited impact on meat sensory quality. The
reason is that the animals are slaughtered at a relatively early
physiological stage, at which intramuscular collagen is not
significantly cross-linked [19].

In addition to its composition, the structure of connective
tissue, in particular its organization and the size of the
perimysium bundles (which determine the grain of the meat,
particularly in beef), also plays a role in the development
of meat texture [92]. According to Purslow [23], the rela-
tionships between the grain of meat and texture indicate
that tenderness is positively correlated with the propor-
tion of small diameter bundles (termed primary bundles)
but that this parameter does not accurately predict ten-
derness. Ellies-Oury et al. [80] demonstrated no significant
relationship between grain of meat and tenderness evaluated
by a trained sensory panel, shear force, or collagen content
and solubility. Additionally, the shear force of the muscle
increases with the thickness of the secondary perimysium
bundles in cattle [93] and pigs [94]. Larger bundles (e.g.,
tertiary, quaternary) occur but are rarely considered in
studies that address meat tenderness.Thus, their influence on
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the structure ofmuscle connective tissue andmeat tenderness
remains unclear.

In fish, comparisons among species have demonstrated a
positive relationship between the firmness of raw flesh and its
collagen content.However, this relationshipwas not observed
within species. Regarding the influence of collagen cross-
linking on the firmness of raw flesh, only a low relationship
(𝑅2 = 0.25) between the content in hydroxylysyl pyridinoline
(CLs) and the mechanical strength of the fillet has been
observed in salmon [95]. Because of its low thermal stability
compared with that of mammals, muscle fish collagen does
not maintain its structural properties during cooking. Thus,
the texture of the cooked fleshmostly depends on themyofib-
rillar proteins. Comparisons between species have noted pos-
itive correlations between muscle collagen content and the
tenderness and elasticity of the cooked flesh [26]. However,
none of these results were found within fish species. Fish
specieswith firmflesh exhibit a highly dense network of colla-
gen fibers in the endomysium, whereas this network is much
looser in the less firm flesh species [96].

6.3.3. Juiciness and Flavor. In cattle and lambs, an increased
proportion of type I fibers is associated with improved meat
juiciness and flavor [85, 97]. This favorable effect on flavor
is probably explained by the high phospholipid content of
type I fibers, the phospholipids being a major determinant of
the flavor of cooked meat [98]. However, the high content of
polyunsaturated FAs in phospholipids increases the risk of a
rancid taste. In pigs, a high percentage of fast oxidoglycolytic
fibers impairs the water-holding capacity and juiciness of the
meat [85, 99]. IMF is often recognized as playing a key role
in the determination of sensory qualities of meat or flesh in
different animal species by positively influencing juiciness,
flavor, and tenderness, although its influence on sensory traits
varies among species [37]. It is generally accepted that very
low levels of IMF result in dry meat with low taste. However,
a high correlation between IMF and sensory quality ratings
assigned by a trained panel may be observed only when
important variations and high maximal levels of IMF occur
(i.e., in pigs) [100]. In fact, other factors can modulate this
relationship, such as the ultimate pH of meat in pigs, or
the content and the type of intramolecular CLs of collagen
in cattle [37]. For example, beef with similar levels of IMF
(approximately 3.2%) but issued from four different breeds
(Angus, Simmental, Charolais, and Limousine) exhibited
similar flavor but higher juiciness in the Limousine and lower
juiciness in the Angus breeds [101]. Regarding the assessment
of fresh meat and meat products by consumers, the influence
of IMF seems contradictory. Before consumption, consumers
prefer lessmarbled pork, whereas at the time of consumption,
themostmarbledmeats are considered to be juicier, tenderer,
and tastier [100, 102, 103]. Although fats are a key factor in
the development of flavor during meat cooking and in meat
juiciness, consumers are often resistant to meat that exhibits
visible IMF. Thus, several studies have demonstrated that the
level of overall acceptability of pork increases with IMF con-
tent up to 2.5–3.5% [102, 104]. However, other studies observe
that a significant number of consumers prefer less marbled
pork (1 to 1.5% IMF) [100, 105]. A distinction between

consumer groups based on the preference for moderately or
slightly marbled beef has also been noted and associated with
taste or nutritional expectations, respectively [106]. Thus, the
assessment of relationships between IMF content and the
sensory attributes of meat depends on the dietary habits and
cultures of the consumers and on the considered products.
For example, the tenderness, juiciness, and acceptability of
dry ham have been demonstrated to increase with IMF con-
tent [107]. However, the reverse has been observed for cooked
ham, whose acceptability decreases with an increase in IMF
from2 to 4% in the Semimembranosusmuscle [108]. Similarly,
a variation from 2.9 to 10.7% in IMF differently influences
the acceptability of salmon fillets depending on the particular
product. A decreased IMF content is more favorable for the
baked fillet, whereas the opposite is true for smoked fillets
[109].

7. Conclusion

The three main components of muscle (i.e., muscle fibers,
connective tissue, and adipose tissue) are involved in the
determination of various meat quality dimensions but to
varying degrees depending on species, muscle type, and post-
slaughter meat-processing techniques. The relative indepen-
dence among the characteristics of these three major muscle
constituents suggests that it is possible to independently
manipulate these characteristics by genetic, nutritional, and
environmental in order to control the quality of products and
thus better fulfill the expectations of producers, meat proces-
sors, and consumers.Therefore, precise knowledge regarding
the structural and biochemical characteristics of each muscle
component and their relationships with growth performance
and meat quality dimensions is a prerequisite to understand-
ing and controlling the biological basis of the quantity and
quality of animal products. Future research should focus
on the modulation of muscle properties that determine the
major components of meat quality in the different species:
tenderness in cattle, water-holding capacity and tenderness in
pigs and poultry, and flesh texture in fish.
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The influence of livestock production system [Freedom Extensive System (FES) versus Semi-Extensive System (SES)] and finishing
feed (1.5 kg versus 3.0 kg of commercial feed in the finishing period) diet on sensory properties of foal meat using Generalized
Procrustes Analysis (GPA) was studied. For this work, a total of 24 foals (8 from FES and 16 from SES) were used. Samples
were evaluated by eight panelists for eight sensory attributes: colour, marbling, odour intensity, sweetness, springiness, hardness,
chewiness, and juiciness. Data were analyzed using a GPA to minimize differences among testers. Highly appreciated sensory
properties (odour intensity, red colour, marbling, and juiciness) were mostly associated with foals from the Semi-Extensive System.
On the other hand, the three groups studied (FES, 1.5SES, and 3SES) were clearly recognized by panelists on the consensus
configuration and they were clearly separated on the map. This study concluded that sensory characteristics of foal meat from
a Semi-Extensive Production System with a finishing diet of 3 kg concentrate were more preferable than the other ones.

1. Introduction

Horse meat production is important in the EU (140 698Mt
in 2013), Italy being the first producer within the EU in 2013
with 15,179Mt, followed by Poland (12,000), Spain (11,668),
and Romania (9,180) [1]. Despite the fact that horse meat
consumption increased in recent years, it is not comparable
to the consumption that occurs with other types of meats
such as beef, chicken, or pork, which are more important in
the human diet [2]. This increase might be due to changes
in attitude towards this type of meat and the interest of the
consumers in tasting new meat products [3].

This meat presents positive characteristics from a nutri-
tional point of view, and in linewith recent health recommen-
dations concerning fatty acids and lipids consumption, being
regarded as a “dietary” meat. Equine meat is characterized
by low fat [4], low cholesterol content [5], richness in Fe-
heme [6], and high level of unsaturated fatty acids (above
55%) [3, 5, 7, 8].

The sensory characteristics of meat remain one of the
main factors influencing consumers’ satisfaction, since sen-
sory properties like colour or tenderness may have a sig-
nificant impact on eating quality and general acceptability.
Sensory analysis performed by trained panelists is the most
appropriate tool to explain differences between the treat-
ments as perceived by humans [9].

Livestock production system, includingmanagement and
feeding, has a great effect on the meat characteristics of
the monogastric animals. However, studies on this topic in
equines are very scarce, and there are no studies evaluating
the sensorial characteristics of horse meat from different
livestock production systems.

Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) [10] is a powerful
multivariate technique extensively used in sensory evalua-
tion. The analysis minimizes differences between assessors,
identifies agreement between them, and summarizes the sets
of 3-dimensional data (objects, characteristics, and asses-
sors). In GPA the data matrices of individual panelists are
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subjected to rotation and, optionally, translation and stretch-
ing/shrinking to maximize the agreement among the testers.
It has the advantage of being amultivariatemethod, thus deal-
ing with all descriptors and all testers at one. GPA calculates
the consensus configuration of the sample and enables us to
present graphical results in a two-dimensional map.

The objective of this work was to study the effect of
livestock production system and finishing diet on sensory
properties of foal meat using Generalized Procrustes Analy-
sis, in order to generate information that helps to improve the
production systems for offering horse meat of higher quality
in the markets.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Design and Animal Management. For this
study, twenty-four foals from crossing Galician Mountain ×
Hispano-Bretón (GM ×HB) were used.

Eight foals were obtained from Monte Cabalar (agri-
cultural cooperative of “Galician Mountain”) located in a
mountainous region (AEstrada, Pontevedra, Spain). Animals
were reared with their mothers on pasture and they were kept
suckling and grazing until the weaning age at 6-7 months.
After weaning, foals were fed mainly with ryegrass (Lolium
perenne), Ulex europaeus L., and Pteridium aquilinum (L.)
Kuhn, receiving complementary grass silage ad libitum when
the grass available was limited, especially in the summer and
winter time. All foals were reared with their mothers in an
extensive production system in freedom regimen, according
to an extensive production system on wood pasture. Animals
that belong to this herd were denominated as Freedom
Extensive System (FES).

The other sixteen foals were obtained from an experimen-
tal herd of the Agricultural Research Centre of Mabegondo
(Marco da Curra, A Coruña, Spain). Animals were reared
with their mothers on pasture and were allowed to suckle
freely until 6–8 months old. Next, they were fed with
commercial feeding and pasture for 4 months (from May to
September, the months where the pasture has the best con-
ditions of amount and quality). At this point, animals were
randomly divided into two groups that were fed with two
different amounts of concentrate [𝑛 = 8: 1.5 kg of fodder/foal-
day (denominated 1.5SES) and 𝑛 = 8: 3.0 kg of fodder/foal-
day (denominated 3SES)]. Commercial feed was composed
of barley, corn, soybean flour, wheat bran, alfalfa, sugar
cane molasses, beet, animal fat, calcium carbonate, sodium
chloride, and powder lactose; its proximate composition (%)
was crude protein (15.1), crude fibre (6.7), ashes (5.5), fat (4.5),
and sodium (0.2). This ration was supplemented with a min-
eral/vitamin mix having the following composition: vitamin
A (6000 IU/kg); vitamin D3 (600 IU/kg); minerals expressed
in mg/kg: zinc (150), manganese (70), iron (90), cooper
(10), cobalt (0.30), and iodine (2); butyl-hydroxyanisole
(0.03mg/kg); ethoxyquin (0.03mg/kg). There was a period
of adaptation to the commercial feeding, in order to avoid
colic syndromes, which usually appear with a sudden change
in the diet. The amount of commercial feed was gradually
increased, starting with small quantities to reach the final

amount. The period of adaptation was 20 and 30 days for
each group (1.5SES and 3SES, resp.). Animals that belong to
this herd, being managed in a Semi-Extensive System, were
described as Semi-Extensive Production System (SES).

All foals were slaughtered at the age of eighteen months.
They were transported to the abattoir (distance around 70 km
and 15 km, for SES and FES, resp.) the day before slaughter,
without mixing foals with different groups at any time, trying
to minimize the stress of the animals. The animals were
stunned with a captive bolt and slaughtered and dressed
according to the specifications outlined in the European
legislation (Council Directive 93/119/EC).

2.2. Sample Collection. Immediately after slaughter, carcasses
were weighed and chilled at 4∘C in a cold chamber for 24 h.
After 7 days of storage, the longissimus dorsi (LD) muscle
was taken from the left half of each carcass between the fifth
and the tenth ribs. Samples were transported immediately to
the laboratory under refrigerated conditions (<4∘C). Samples
were packed under vacuum conditions (96%) (FRIMAQ V-
900 device, Lorca, Murcia, Spain) and stored at −20∘C until
evaluation.

2.3. Sensory Analysis. The evaluation was conducted by eight
panelists that were selected and trained in accordance with
the ISO 8586:2012 standard [11]. Panelmembers were situated
in a private cabinet during sessions. Water to clean the
palate and remove residual flavours was given to them at the
beginning of the performance and between samples. Panelists
were firstly trained during 5 sessions, evaluating, describing,
and discussing the foal meat quality properties which were
later evaluated.

Sensory attributes evaluated were colour and marbling
in fresh meat and odour intensity, sweetness, springiness,
hardness, chewiness, and juiciness in cooked meat.

The sensory evaluation consisted of two steps: first, visual
evaluation of fresh meat (colour and marbling) and, second,
assessment of all sensory attributes after cooking. Samples
were individually labelled with three-digit random numbers
and were randomly served. The sensory evaluation consisted
of eight sessions. In each sensory session, panelist evaluated
3 samples using a 10 cm unstructured line, representing at
the extremes the minimum (minimum intensity) and the
maximum (maximum intensity). Panelists were asked to
indicate a point on the scale corresponding to the intensity
of their different feelings for each attribute, and then each
one was measured using a 10 cm ruler to score it from 0 to 10
points. The tasting order was designed to avoid first sample
and carryover effects [12].

To colour evaluation, meat samples (25mm thick) were
exposed to air for 30min at 4∘C to allow complete bloom,
prior to evaluation.

The samples for the cooked meat evaluation were cut
into 25mm thick segments. Steaks were cooked in an oven
(Siemens mod. HB370560E, Madrid, Spain) at 200∘C, inside
aluminum paper, until they reached 70∘C of internal tem-
perature, which was monitored by an internal thermocouple
(HI-985011, Hanna Instruments, Spain). The cooked steaks
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Table 1: Values of sensory attributes for the three foal groups (means ± standard deviations of eight qualifications).

FES 1.5SES 3SES SEM 𝑃 value
Red colour 4.36 ± 0.47 4.71 ± 0.74 4.88 ± 0.56 0.12 0.233
Marbling 3.46 ± 0.95 3.35 ± 1.10 4.06 ± 0.74 0.19 0.291
Odour intensity 4.37 ± 1.08 4.53 ± 0.64 4.52 ± 1.06 0.18 0.931
Sweetness 3.62 ± 1.24 3.52 ± 1.11 4.42 ± 1.53 0.26 0.341
Springiness 3.90 ± 0.68 4.32 ± 1.31 5.01 ± 1.08 0.22 0.131
Hardness 3.82 ± 0.94 4.42 ± 0.62 4.00 ± 0.50 0.14 0.251
Chewiness 4.31 ± 0.41 4.00 ± 1.18 4.58 ± 1.18 0.20 0.510
Juiciness 4.27 ± 0.74 4.12 ± 0.62 4.81 ± 0.49 0.13 0.094
FES: Freedom Extensive System; 1.5SES: Semi-Extensive System with 1.5 kg of fodder/foal-day; 3SES: Semi-Extensive System with 3 kg of fodder/foal-day.
SEM: standard error of mean.

Table 2: Correlation coefficients among sensory attributes.

Red colour Marbling Odour intensity Sweetness Springiness Hardness Chewiness Juiciness
Red colour 1
Marbling −0.338 1
Odour intensity 0.378 0.000 1
Sweetness 0.009 0.556∗∗ 0.037 1
Springiness 0.288 0.211 0.496∗ 0.146 1
Hardness 0.212 0.031 0.133 0.160 −0.028 1
Chewiness 0.122 0.142 0.000 0.377 0.239 0.080 1
Juiciness 0.205 0.302 0.050 0.456∗ 0.186 −0.275 0.091 1
Significance: ∗𝑃 < 0.05, ∗∗𝑃 < 0.01.

were cut into 10× 10× 25mm3 pieces andwrapped in codified
aluminum foil and stored in a warm cabinet at 50∘C until
tasting.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. For the statistical analysis of the
results, firstly an analysis of variance (ANOVA) of one way
using the IBMSPSS Statistics 19.0 (IBMCorporation, Somers,
NY, USA) was performed for all variables considered in the
study. The least squares mean (LSM) was separated using
Duncan’s 𝑡-test. All statistical tests of LSMwere performed for
a significance level 𝑃 < 0.05. Correlations between variables
were established by correlation analyses using Pearson’s linear
correlation coefficient with the above-mentioned statistical
software package.

For the Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA), some
graphical displays of the results were used. The data matrices
of 24 (foal meat samples) by 8 (sensory attributes) for the 8
assessors (configurations) were matched to find a consensus
using the Microsoft Office Excel add-in software, XLSTAT
(Version 4.02, Addinsoft, Paris, France).

3. Results and Discussion

Mean scores and standard deviations for sensory character-
istics of the three groups studied are shown in Table 1. No
significant differences (𝑃 > 0.05) were observed among the
three groups studied. Results obtained from Pearson cor-
relation test indicated that only three attributes showed
significantly positive correlations (Table 2). As can be seen,
positive correlation between sweetness and marbling (𝑟 =
0.556; 𝑃 < 0.01), springiness and odour intensity (𝑟 = 0.496;

Table 3: Residual variance for each foal group.

Animal group Residual
FES 3.046
1.5SES 3.025
3SES 2.161
FES: FreedomExtensive System; 1.5SES: Semi-Extensive Systemwith 1.5 kg of
fodder/foal-day; 3SES: Semi-Extensive System with 3 kg of fodder/foal-day.

𝑃 < 0.05), and juiciness and sweetness (𝑟 = 0.456; 𝑃 < 0.05)
was found. Since no significant (𝑃 > 0.05) sensory differences
were found among the three groups (see Table 1), the use
of a multivariate analysis is a valuable tool for reducing
collinearity among attributes.

Panelists profiled eight attributes to describe the dif-
ferences among the three groups studied. Table 3 shows
the residual variance by the three groups studied after the
transformations. As can be seen, the 3SES group presented
the lowest residual variance, which indicates that there was
most probably more coincidence among experts compared
with the other two groups.

The results obtained for the residual variance, scaling
factors, and the percentage variation accounted for are
shown in Table 4. Five out of 8 assessors had a low residual
variance (<1%), indicating homogeneity within the group.
Each evaluator’s residual variance reveals the relationship
between the individual samplemap and the consensus sample
map (produced by the data obtained from the 8 evaluators).
The residual variance of assessors provides a measurement
of goodness of fit of the consensus space of each assessor.
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Table 4: Residual variance, scaling factors, and percentage variation
explained by the first two principal components for each tester for
foal sensory analysis.

Tester Residual Scaling factor F1a% F2b%
1 0.636 1.570 79.808 20.192
2 2.462 0.630 64.193 35.807
3 0.944 1.272 44.592 55.408
4 1.385 0.900 31.845 68.155
5 0.181 1.198 66.276 33.724
6 0.276 1.085 67.707 32.293
7 2.105 0.831 77.369 22.631
8 0.242 1.200 53.041 46.959
aF1: first principal component of Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA).
bF2: second principal component of GPA.

It is expected that this can be as small as possible in order
to facilitate a greater adjustment. As can be seen, assessors 2
and 7 had the highest residual variance. On the other hand,
panelists 1, 3, 5, 6, and 8 tend to use a wider part of the scale,
since their scaling factors were higher than 1, while testers
2, 4, and 7 used a narrower part of the scale, since their
scaling factors were lower than 1. In any case, and as Alcalde
et al. [13] pointed out, the low levels of residual variance
from the panelists in comparison to the values reported in
other studies [9, 14] and the homogeneity of the scaling values
observed in the present study indicated a reasonable efficacy
in the training of the panel used in the evaluation of the foal
meat.

To minimize the differences among panelists, a GPA
was used to find a coincidence (Figure 1); GPA correct the
different use of the scale by panelists and this even allows
using semitrained panelists. A great degree of coincidence
was found between the eight testers with regard to the
configuration of the three groups (FES, 1.5SES, and 3SES).
After optimization, the first two main axes of the consensus
explained 100% of the total variation among groups, since
61.2% of consensus variance was accounted for for the first
dimension, while the second dimension explained 38.8% of
the variance.

Eigenvalues and correlation between sensory parameters
and GPA factors (F1 and F2) are shown in Table 5. According
to Table 5, the highest eigenvalue (1.77) was observed for
the first factor. On the other hand, red colour, marbling,
sweetness, springiness, chewiness, and juiciness were high
and positively correlated with F1 (Table 5), while hardness
and odour intensity were high and positively correlated with
F2, and chewiness negatively correlated with F2. Thus, it
can be stated that almost all the sensory properties play an
important role in formation of the first factor.

Figure 1 also displays the coordinate of three groups,
after the principal component analysis, and the correlation
between sensory parameters and the first two dimensions.
FES and 1.5SES groups were classified in the same region for
dimension 1, while 3SES group was placed in the positive part
of F1. This finding shows that the panelists distinguished foal
meat from 3SES group to the other ones. When the second

Table 5: Eigenvalues and correlation between the sensory attributes
and the two principal components (F1 and F2) of the Generalized
Procrustes Analysis (GPA).

Eigenvalues Correlations between sensory
attributes and factor

F1 F2 F1 F2
Eigenvalue 1.77 1.12 Red colour 0.902 0.432
Variability
(%) 61.22 38.78 Marbling 0.933 −0.360

Cumulative
(%) 61.22 100.00 Odour

intensity 0.640 0.769

Sweetness 0.949 −0.315
Springiness 0.982 0.189
Hardness −0.017 1.000
Chewiness 0.711 −0.703
Juiciness 0.919 −0.395

FES

1.5SES

3SES

Red colour

Marbling

Odour intensity

Sweetness

Springiness

Hardness

Chewiness
Juiciness

320 1 4 5−1−2−3

F1 (61.22%)

−3

−2

−1

0

1
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F2
 (3

8.
78

%
)

Figure 1: Consensus configuration: joint representation of the cor-
relation between the sensory parameters and their first two dimen-
sions, and groups of animal’s meat coordinates for foal sensory
analysis. F1: first principal component of Generalized Procrustes
Analysis (GPA); F2: second principal component of GPA; FES:
Freedom Extensive System; 1.5SES: Semi-Extensive System with
1.5 kg of fodder/foal-day; and 3SES: Semi-Extensive Systemwith 3 kg
of fodder/foal-day.

dimension was taken into consideration, 1.5SES group was
located in the positive region, while the other ones were
located in the negative region.

The sensory properties odour intensity, red colour, and
springiness were located in the positive axis of F1 and F2;
hardness was located in the negative axis of F1 and in the
positive axis of F2, and sweetness, juiciness, marbling, and
chewiness were located in the positive region of F1 and in
the negative region of F2. In Figure 1, we can see that almost
all attributes are in the positive F1. This indicates that in
this region meat has higher scores for these attributes; at the
same time, it indicates that in the opposite directionmeat has
lower scores for these attributes. The 3SES group was found
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highly correlated with the sensory characteristics for the first
dimension, and this group may be considered as negatively
correlated with the sensory attributes of the second dimen-
sion. The 1.5SES group was negatively correlated with the
sensory characteristics of F1 and positively correlatedwith the
sensory attributes of F2. Finally, the FES groupwas negatively
correlated with all the attributes, both the F1 and F2.

Foal meat from Semi-Extensive System with 3 kg of
fodder/foal-day seems to be themost pleasant for consumers.
Risvik [15] noticed that the consumers generally prefer tender
and juicymeat. Highly appreciated sensory properties (odour
intensity, red colour, marbling, and juiciness) were mostly
associatedwith semi-extensively reared animals.Thus, ameat
production systemwith a finishing diet of 3 kg of fodder/foal-
daymay be expected to produce foal meat that the consumers
would prefer. Although the 1.5SES group was located in a
different axis for the second dimension, it can be stated
that the 1.5SES group was also moderately related to sensory
characteristics, and finishing diet of 1.5 kg of fodder/foal-day
may be also acceptable.

Colour is one of the most critical characteristics that the
consumers consider when making a decision to purchase
meat [16] and it is a visual parameter associated with the
freshness [17]. Our study showed that colour was related to
the 3SES group, which is in agreement with results reported
by Resconi et al. [18], who found that the use of concentrate
or grass silage influenced colour, odour, and flavour intensity
of beef. On the other hand, Franco et al. [7] investigated
the relationships between finishing diet and some concrete
sensory characteristics in foal meat and pointed out that the
foals with higher amount of concentrate displayed greater
juiciness; this fact could be related with the greater intramus-
cular fat content as reported in other works carried out on
pork meat [14].

A map of the different types of meat grouped by livestock
production system and finishing diet is shown in Figure 2.
The points are close to the first axis as a result of 61.2% of the
variability concentrated on this axis. The three groups (FES,
1.5SES, and 3SES) were clearly recognized by panelists on the
consensus configuration and the three groups were clearly
separated on the map. As can be seen, mean values for 3SES
group were at the positive side of F1 and in the negative side
of F2, 1.5SES group appeared at F1 < 0 and in the positive side
of F2, and FES group was at the negative side of F1 and F2.

In line with our results, GPA method was satisfactorily
used in previous works to assess the effect of sex, genotype
(breed), or carcass weight on sensory characteristics of meat
from lambs [13, 19], pork [14], and goats [9, 20]. As occurred
in these studies carried out on meat from other animal
species, GPA probed to be a good method to analyze the
sensory characteristics of foal meat and also to know how
individual judges differ or agree in their perceptions on the
same meat sample.

4. Conclusions

Semi-Extensive System with 3 kg of concentrate improved
the organoleptic quality of the meat, mainly by increasing
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FES
FES

FES
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Figure 2: Consensus configuration by object (foal groups: FES,
1.5SES, and 3SES) from the sensorial analysis. F1: first principal
component of Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA); F2: second
principal component of GPA; FES: Freedom Extensive System;
1.5SES: Semi-Extensive System with 1.5 kg of fodder/foal-day; 3SES:
Semi-Extensive System with 3 kg of fodder/foal-day.

springiness, sweetness, marbling, and juiciness and reducing
its hardness. These animals also had the highest red colour
and the lowest intensity of odour. From the results obtained
in the present study it can be concluded that the production
system and finishing feeding had an important effect on the
sensory attributes of foal meat. Finally, this study suggests
the usefulness of the application of GPA methodology in
discriminating foal meat from different production systems
and finishing diets.
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Meat andmeat products constitute important source of protein, fat, and several functional compounds. Although beef consumption
may implicate possible negative impacts on human health, its consumption can also contribute to human health. Quality traits of
beef, as well as its nutritional properties, depend on animal genetics, feeding, livestock practices, and post mortem procedures.
Available data show that emerging beef production systems are able to improve both, quality and nutritional traits of beef in a
sustainable way. In this context, Argentina’s actions are aimed at maximising beef beneficial effects and minimising its negative
impact on human health, in a way of contributing to global food security.

1. Introduction

Meat is an important part of human diet with strong implica-
tions in health, economy, and culture worldwide. Meat pro-
duction involves numerous domestic species, depending on
many factors like religious and cultural beliefs, convenience,
availability, and so forth [1].

It is well established that meat has several key nutritional
factors, like lipids, proteins with high biological value, trace
elements, and vitamins [2, 3]. Meat quality intrinsic charac-
teristics such as colour, flavour, tenderness, texture, juiciness,
and odour as well as its nutritional properties depend on
animal genetics, feeding, and livestock practices and on the
post mortem processes that take place during the conversion
of muscle into meat [4].

Due to the stated reasons, beef consumption as part of
balanced diets in developing regions will promote nutrition
security. Thomas et al. [5] stated the importance of animal

agriculture not only for the production of high quality
proteins but also for sustaining rural livelihoods and possibly
contributing to food security. Nevertheless, it is important
to remark that since energy and protein transformation
efficiency in ruminants is very low, food security can be
effectively promoted only if feeds given to the animals are not
in competition with humans.

The World Food Summit of 1996 defined food security
as existing “when all people at all times have access to
sufficient, safe, nutritious food to maintain a healthy and
active life.” Commonly, the concept of food security is defined
as including both physical and economic access to food that
meets people’s dietary needs as well as their food preferences.
Food security is a complex sustainable development issue,
linked to health throughmalnutrition, but also to sustainable
economic development, environment, and trade.

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) pointed out
that the quality of diets has also been improved. In developing
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regions, several improvements were observed over the last
two decades. For example, per capita availability of fruits and
vegetables, livestock products, and vegetable oils increased
by 90, 70, and 32 percent since 1990–92, respectively. A 20%
increase in protein availability per person was also noted.
FAO stated that these enhancements were not fully seen
in Africa or Southern Asia. In these regions, diets remain
imbalanced and heavily dependent on cereals and roots and
tubers. These monotonous diets often comprised negligible
quantities of meat, fish, or ascorbic acid. As a consequence,
they typically contained a preponderance of foods that inhibit
ferric absorption. It should be emphasized that absorption
of micronutrients is strongly influenced by the combination
of foods eaten in a given meal [6]. Moreover, increasing fat
content of diets often facilitates absorption of provitamin A,
carotenoids, and vitamin A.

Meat consumption may also represent some risks to
human health. Depending on several factors, many reports
warn against its metabolic deleterious effects specially
linked to cholesterol saturated fatty acids (SFA) levels. Low
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) levels, or inappropriate
SFA/PUFA or PUFA n-6/PUFA n-3, had been represented as
an inconvenient in usual meat consumption.

Also, fresh meat is a highly perishable product due
to its biological composition. Several factors such as stor-
age temperature, packing conditions, endogenous enzymes,
moisture, light, and microorganisms can affect shelf life and
freshness. In this sense, meat processing and preservations
technologies play essential roles in food security, in order to
supply the expanding populations with sufficient quantities
of good-quality and affordable meat products.

Several authors have reported methods and technologies
to be applied in fresh meat with the aim of extending meat
shelf life [7]. One of the common processes used in meat
preservation is concerned with inhibiting microbial spoilage,
and applying these methods deteriorative changes such as
colour and oxidative process should be minimized [8]. Zhou
and coauthors [7] presented an extended review comprising
current methods and technologies for fresh meat preserva-
tion, their applications, and implications for extending meat
shelf life.

This review attempts to summarize the recent progress
in scientific research regarding the effect of agricultural
practices, with special focus on Argentina’s actions, on the
improvement of nutritional value and quality characteristics
of beef as a contribution to improve beef healthiness and
global food security. The paper is organized in three sections
that provide an outline of the lipids and proteins in beef
and an overview of beef production systems in Argentina
as a particular case for maximising its beneficial effects and
minimising its negative impacts.

2. Lipids

2.1. Importance of Lipids in the Diet. In the last decades, there
has been an increased interest in ways to manipulate the fatty
acid composition of meat, since it is seen to be amajor source
of fat in the human diet. Human health recommendations
include a fat intake of 15–30% of total energy intake [9]. Since

the relative amounts of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA)
and saturated fatty acids (SFA) seem to play a key role in a
healthy and balanced diet, a fatty acid intake up to 10% of
saturated fatty acids (SFA) and a ratio of PUFA to SFA (P : S
ratio) above 0.4 are recommended. Among PUFA, the ratio
n-6 : n-3 should be under 4 [10].

Since SFA, specially 12:0, 14:0, and 16:0, have been tra-
ditionally associated with increased level of cholesterol in
blood stream and, consequently, with coronary heart disease
(CHD) and cardiovascular disease (CVD), their deleterious
metabolic effects are questioned at present. A recent meta-
analysis of epidemiologic studies carried out by Siri-Tarino
et al. [11] found no significant evidence for concluding that
SFA are associated with increased risk of coronary heart
disease or cardiovascular disease. Nevertheless, there is still
an important emphasis in reducing SFA since the beneficial
effects associated with the substitution of SFAwith n-3 PUFA
[12].

More recently, conjugated linoleic acid (CLA) and long
chain PUFA (n-3) contents, eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), have also become imperative
due to their multiple healthy metabolic effects, like reduction
of the risk of cardiovascular disease, proper brain and visual
development in fetal life, and maintenance of neural and
visual tissues throughout life [13–17]. Recent studies have
stated a beneficial effect of the n-3 fatty acid 𝛼-linolenic acid,
ALA, at the low dose of 4.4 g per day, a perfectly achievable
dose by means of regular consumption of ALA-rich sources
[18].

Beef and other ruminant products constitute important
dietary source of CLA, especially cis-9, trans-11 isomer,
identified as an important health promoter factor including
antitumoral and anticarcinogenic activities [19]. Biological
effects have been widely studied also for the trans-10, cis-
12 isomer, identified as an important antiobesity factor [20].
Beef also contains trans-fatty acids (TFA), being vaccenic
acid, trans-11 18:1, its most representative one. An intake of
TFA lower than 1% of dietary energy has been recommended
[21]. Nevertheless, in the last years, TFA became also very
important since its potential protective properties against the
development of coronary heart diseases [19].Thus, at present,
a great deal of effort is being done in differentiating natural
from industrial TFA.

2.2. Factors That Modify Beef Lipid Content and FA Profile.
Fat content and FA composition of beef may differ according
to breed or genotype, the feeding background, and themuscle
considered. Although beef usually has a P : S ratio around 0.1,
its ratio n-6 : n-3 PUFA is particularly beneficial (around 2),
especially from animals fed with grass containing high levels
of PUFA n-3 [22]. Both, genetic and nutritional approaches
have been widely studied in relation to FA profile of beef.
In this regard, it is recognized that genetic factors provide
smaller differences than nutritional ones [23]. Genetic factors
reflect differences in gene expressions of enzymes involved in
fatty acid synthesis. Thus, a particular relationship between
fatness and FA profile has been stated [13]. As the content of
SFA andMUFA increases with increasing fatness, the relative
proportion of PUFA and the consequent P : S ratio decrease
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with it. Hence, lean meat with low fat content, less than 1%,
would contain a healthier P : S ratio than high fat meat [24].

Regarding the effect of the diet, that is, the production
system, it has been demonstrated that ruminants meat
contains beneficial ratio of n-6 : n-3 PUFA, that is, below 4,
especially when they had consumed grass-based diets [22].
Beef from pasture-finished steers has greater levels of n-3
PUFAwhen compared to concentrate-finished steers [25, 26].
Similar results were also found in pasture-finished bulls [27].
Moreover, fresh and conserved (silage and hay) grass presents
different effects on the n-3 PUFA deposition into the muscle.
Thus, higher levels of n-3 PUFA in the muscle of cattle fed
fresh grass has been demonstrated than cattle fed hay [13]. An
overall and compact view about the effect of different diets,
from different production systems, is shown in Table 1. In this
table, data regarding lipid content of LD muscle and its FA
composition is compiled as a general example of the major
effects of animal feeding on beef quality.

It is important to remark thatmuscle lipids are distributed
in different compartments or fractions. Thus, neutral frac-
tion, usually characterized by high proportions of SFA and
monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA), is located along the
muscle fibres, in the interfascicular area, and in cytosolic
droplets into the muscle cells. This FA fraction is easily
influenced by diet composition despite the saturation occur-
ring at ruminal level. On the other hand, the polar fraction,
composed by phospholipids and usually characterized by
high proportion of PUFA, is located in the cell membranes.
Due to the higher proportion of phospholipids, genetically
lean breeds show higher levels of PUFA [34].This FA fraction
can be less influenced by diet and its content is independent of
the total fat content [35].Moreover, the fatty acid composition
might also display a muscle effect, since muscle fiber type
can affect fatty acid composition: red, oxidative, muscles have
higher proportion of phospholipids and, therefore, contain
higher levels of PUFA than white, glycolytic, muscles [22].
In this regard, Enser et al. [36] have reported a P : S ratio
in Gluteo biceps muscle, oxidative, red muscle, significantly
higher than in the whiter Longissimus muscle in grass-fed
steers.

2.3. Influence of FA Profile on Beef Quality Traits. Fatty acids
are also involved in several physicochemical properties of
meat, contributing not only to the nutritional attributes of
beef but also to the physicochemical ones. Thus, different
fatty acids (saturated or unsaturated) show different melting
points, which in turn affects the firmness or softness of
meat fat. On the other hand, the presence and degree of
double bonds in the fatty acid structure affect the oxidation
susceptibility, which in turn regulates the shelf life of meat
[22].

Marbling fat, total fatty acid content in muscle, has been
long recognized as a quality factor of meat. It has been also
positively associated with juiciness and tenderness, although
its contribution is indirect. It has been proposed that neutral
lipids in fat cells could have a physical effect in separating
muscle fiber bundles. It has been proposed that lipids could
also retain water in the muscle structure leading to increased
water holding capacity and associated juiciness [22].

Table 1: Lipid content and fatty acid composition reported of beef
muscle from steers (British and crossbred) finished in different and
contrasting production systems.

Production system Reference
Pasture Supplementation Feedlot

IMF (%)

2.86 b 4.09 a 3.85 a [25]
4.96 4.52 [28]
2.83 [29]
0.98 b 1.30 a [30]
2.80 b 4.40 a [31]
2.12 b 3.61 a [32]

SFA (% total
FA)

38.40 a 37.85 a 35.33 b [25]
46.61 45.80 [28]
43.1 [29]
38.76 39.27 [30]
48.80 a 45.10 b [31]
42.45 b 43.43 a [32]

MUFA (%
total FA)

37.74 b 40.89 a 40.77 a [25]
41.63 37.35 [28]
30.2 [29]

24.69 b 34.99 a [30]
42.50 b 46.20 a [31]
43.87 b 47.89 a [32]

PUFA (%
total FA)

7.95 a, b 7.50 b 9.31 a [25]
5.58 b 10.12 a [28]
8.73 [29]

28.99 a 19.06 b [30]
3.41 a 2.77 b [31]

PUFA/SFA
0.21 b 0.20 b 0.27 a [25]
0.12 b 0.23 a [28]
0.20 [29]

n-6/n-3

1.72 c 3.77 b 10.38 a [25]
2.47 b 5.50 a [28]
1.47 [29]
1.77 b 8.99 a [30]
2.78 b 13.60 a [31]
1.96 b 3.57 a [32]

CLA (% total
FA)

0.72 a 0.58 b 0.31 c [25]
0.33 [33]

IMF: intramuscular fat; SFA: saturated fatty acid; MUFA: monounsaturated
fatty acid; PUFA: polyunsaturated fatty acid; CLA: conjugated linoleic acid.
a, b, c mean values in row with different letters differ statistically (𝑃 < 0.05).

Flavour development during cooking also depends on the
PUFA content ofmeat fat which leads the volatile compounds
generation. Nevertheless, the desirable increase of PUFA in
beef has the disadvantage of increasing the susceptibility
to oxidation. In this regard, it has been stated that lipid
oxidation is themajor cause of colour, flavour, and nutritional
value deterioration in meat [37]. Consequently, much effort
has been made to protect these unsaturated structures by
means of antioxidants elements like vitamin E [38–40].
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Regarding this issue, it has been demonstrated that pasture
production systems not only increase n-3 PUFA in beef
but also increase vitamin E, 𝛼-tocopherol, carotenoids, and
flavonoids, extending its lipid stability and colour shelf life
[39, 41]. Grain production systems may improve the beef
colour stability and shelf life by supplementing the animal
diet with natural antioxidants, that is, 𝛼-tocopherol [42].

Cooking procedures may affect the fat content and FA
profile of both pasture- and feedlot-finished beef in a similar
way [30]. Interesting data regarding the effect of cooking
methods upon the nutritional quality of beef intramuscular
fat has also been recently published. The effect of boiling,
microwaving, and grilling on the composition andnutritional
quality of beef intramuscular fat has been investigated.
Results obtained demonstrated that the content of total
lipids increased, by means of a concentration effect, with
the cooking time and internal temperature reached [30].
The major changes in FA composition resulted in higher
percentages of SFA and MUFA and lower levels of PUFA
in cooked meat. CLA had revealed great stability to thermal
processes [30].

3. Proteins

3.1. Importance of Proteins in the Diet. Meat muscle compo-
sition is approximately 19% proteins, being 11.5% structural
proteins (myofibrillar), 5.5% soluble sarcoplasmic proteins,
and 2% connective tissue (collagen and elastin), and 2.5%
fat, dispersed among protein fibers [43]. The protein content
is modified in cooked meat due to water loss through the
cooking process. These proteins become highly digestible
(94%) [44].

Paddon-Jones and Leidy [45] stated that red meat is a
source of high quality protein and highly bioavailable iron to
enhance vitality. Several authors have reported the ability of
high quality proteins to promote weight loss, prevent weight
gain and weight regain in adults [46–48], reduce fat mass
[49], and protect against reductions in lean body mass [50–
53]. Losses in high quality protein, especially in older adults,
cause sarcopenia (degenerative loss of skeletal muscle mass)
and sarcopenic obesity by replacing lost skeletal muscle into
fat [45, 54, 55]. Consequently, increasing consumption of high
quality protein from middle age has been recommended in
order to maintain the quality of life associated with adequate
muscle mass. Protein content would maintain or increase fat-
free mass by favouring a stimulatory effect on muscle protein
anabolism in humans [45, 54–56].

Weight loss diets contain higher amounts of protein,
which have been shown to be more effective compared to
standard protein diets. Moreover, several authors showed
a greater overall satisfaction in terms of food palatability,
pleasure, and enjoyment in subjects consuming high protein
diets as compared to lower protein diets [57–60].

3.2. Role of Aminoacids in Human Health. Aminoacids and
bioactive compounds are very important molecules to pre-
vent muscle-wasting diseases, that is, sarcopenia, to reduce
calorie intake (metabolic syndrome prevention), to control

blood pressure homeostasis, via ACE-inhibitory components
from the connective tissue, and to maintain the functionality
of intestinal environment, through nucleotides and nucleo-
sides of meat [61].

Aminoacids like leucine, isoleucine, and valine are essen-
tial for protein synthesis. Leucine supplementation has been
shown to increase muscle protein synthesis in older adults
[62]. Furthermore, protein ingestion strongly increases mus-
cle protein synthesis rates, effect mainly attributed to the
stimulatory effect of essential aminoacids [63]. Beef also
contains high amounts of glutamic acid/glutamine (16.5%),
arginine, alanine, and aspartic acid.

Phillips [64] reported that senescent muscle is less sen-
sitive to the anabolic properties of aminoacids. Leucine has
been reported to stimulate muscle protein synthesis in an
insulin dependent and independent manner. Consequently,
it has been suggested that increasing the leucine content of
meals in the elderly could compensate the decreased muscle
protein synthetic response to food intake.

Beef is also rich in branched-chain aminoacids, leading
to further metabolic effects. Thus, comparing beef with
soya, Phillips [64] has reported greater myofibrillar proteins
synthesis, both at rest and after performance of resistance
exercise, in those individuals submitted to beef feeding.
Moreover, Bhutta [65] stated that meat proteins provide all
essential aminoacids (lysine, threonine, methionine, pheny-
lalanine, tryptophan, leucine, isoleucine, and valine) with no
limiting aminoacid.

3.3. Biopeptides. Bioactive peptides are sequences of 2–
30 aminoacids that impart a positive health effect to the
consumer when ingested, playing an important role in the
prevention of diseases associated with the development of
metabolic syndrome and mental health diseases [66].

Meat contains several proteins and peptides with impor-
tant physiological activities. It has been demonstrated that
collagen has a positive influence on the delivery and bioac-
tivity of bone morphogenic protein-2 and ectopic bone
formation, enhancing bone healing [67]. Other varieties of
beneficial effects on health by meat peptides include antihy-
pertensive, antioxidant, antithrombotic, anticancer, immune
modulatory, and antimicrobial activities. In the last years, the
possibility of obtaining bioactive peptides frommeat proteins
bymeans of different procedures like hydrolysis, cooking, and
fermentation has been explored [68].

Some peptides are inactive in the sequence of the parent
protein but may have a positive effect once released. A variety
of bioactive peptides are naturally occurring in animals or are
generated post mortem by endogenous enzymes in meat and
[69].

At present, there is insufficient information about the
physiological functions of beef peptides in both animal and
human models. Thus, the study of the beef proteins as
precursors of functional biopeptides, in order to develop
functional foods and nutraceuticals, remains a great issue to
be explored [70].

Although several bioactive compounds in meat, carno-
sine, anserine, and L-carnitine, have been recently studied,
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the effect of beef production systems on these bioactive
compounds remains almost unexplored. Recent studies [71]
demonstrated that preslaughter management can affect the
beef content of anserine and carnosine, both in exten-
sive (pasture-based) and in intensive (grain-based) systems.
Carnosine beef content also displayed a production system-
associated behaviour, with higher levels in pastured-based
beef when compared to intensive-based beef [71]. However,
Arihara [72] reported that there are still some obstacles in the
development andmarketing of new functionalmeat products
as these products are unconventional.

4. The Argentinean Perspective of
Beef Production Systems and
Implications on Meat Quality

4.1. Argentinean Livestock Production Systems. Argentina is a
well-known producer of pasture-fed beef. Traditionally, beef
productionwas based on low-input systems, which combined
grazing complemented with grain as energy supplements to
provide pasture-finished beef. However, during the last two
decades, Argentinean beef production has evolved into a
diversification and intensification process of grazing systems
as a result of cash crop expansion caused by the increase in
grains prices.

In Argentina, the process of producing beef can be
explained as divided into two main activities: (a) cow-calf on
marginal lands and (b) steers growing and fattening on better
soils [73]. At present, one-third of the cow-calf farmers retain
calves and rear themon the same farmon grain supplemented
pastures or in confinement until slaughter. The remaining
two-thirds still produce calves on extensive cow-calf systems
[74].

In the last years, less than 2% of rearing and fattening cat-
tle farms of tempered regions practice pure grazing systems.
Most farmers combine grain croppingwith livestock inmixed
systems. A field is normally kept with a legume-based peren-
nial pasture for a 4–6-year period, followed by a period of
annual forages and grain cropping. Rotation schemes depend
on several factors, like soil quality, technology availability, and
economics competence.

More than 70% of beef produced in Argentina is still
produced in pasture-based systems, most widely spread in
the temperate areas [74]. Those systems are the least energy
intensive and rely on adjusted forage chains depending on
rainfall, temperature, and soils quality. In rotation with
grain cropping, forage chains include legume-based pastures
(primarily alfalfa) and small-grain winter annuals crops (rye,
oats, ryegrass, and triticale). Most cattle fattening farmers
make a strategic use of energy supplement when necessary,
being cereals grain (corn and sorghum) the most common
supplement.More recently, confinement feeding at final stage
of fattening has been introduced by some farmers.

Overall average daily gains of pasture-finished steers are
in the 600 to 700 g/day range on 100%grazing systems. Slower
cycles on pure grazing systems have lower average body
weight daily gain and include feeding restriction in winter
followed by compensatory growth of cattle in spring and

summer. Growth continues atmoderate rates during a second
winter period, targeting full finishing the following spring or
summer.

Confinement feeding was lately introduced as strategy
to remove animals from grain cropping lands. Confinement
feeding takes place at the end of grazing periods (finishing
lots) or previous to the initiation of pasture programs, stocker
phase, also called “beginning lots.” Feedlots aremore efficient
in terms of land occupation but much less in terms of
environmental impact, competition with human diet, and
meat safety.

A brief scheme of the Argentinean beef production
platform mentioned above is presented in Figure 1 (adapted
from [75]).

4.2. Argentinean Market of Beef. In Argentina, market pref-
erences for freshness and tenderness led the adjustments for
beef quality. Argentinean consumers have a preference for
fresh and lean beef. Additionally, the market does not have
a taste for aged beef and most packing plants geared to the
domestic market are not prepared for stocking beef beyond
week. Therefore, beef tenderness has been accomplished by
processing young and light, early maturing, easy fattening
animals with body condition scores of 3–5.

The increasing world interest in tenderness, flavour, and
lipid profiles has pushed research nationwide. Research has
largely focused on attributes of beef generated on different
feeding and grazing strategies. Previous studies [76–78]
had reported that pasture-finished beef is less tender than
concentrate-finished. Nevertheless, Argentinean studies [28,
79] have not detected such differences, by means of WB
shear force, between grain and grass-fed beef finished to a
similar fatness endpoint. Similarly, Realini et al. [80] found
no differences between steaks from concentrate- and pasture-
finished beef in Uruguay, despite differences found in carcass
weight, fatness, and temperature during chilling. Likewise,
Duckett et al. [81], French et al. [82], and Mandell et al.
[83] found no differences in WB shear force ratings between
feedlot-fed and pasture-fed beef in the US, when animals
were finished to similar age or fatness.

Bearing in mind that the type of forage could affect beef
characteristics, research on pasture finishing on different for-
ages has been carried out. Pordomingo et al. [29, 84] finished
steers on winter annuals (triticale, cereal rye, and wheat) or
alfalfa to assess beef characteristics. The authors reported
no effects of forage source on WB shear force, back-fat
thickness, or hot carcass yield. Alfalfa-finished animals had
in average more IMF than the grass-finished ones. Wheat-
finished animals had a similar content to alfalfa-finished
ones. Cereal rye yielded the animals with less desirable
profiles comparedwith the other treatments.Themeat quality
parameters of shear force, panel tenderness scores, and colour
were similar to those reported for feedlot-finished animals in
other studies, in both Argentina [28, 85] and Uruguay [80].

Argentinean research suggests that pasture-finished beef
is likely to be leaner and lower in cholesterol concentrations
than feedlot beef [85–90]. Conversely, Rosso et al. [86] had
reported the opposite for IMF content, considering animals
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Figure 1: Illustrative platform of main beef production systems in Argentina.

of different age in their study. In turn, Volpi Lagreca et al.
[28] reported no differences in IMF and back-fat content in
feedlot- versus pasture-finished animals when fattened to a
similar back-fat thickness and live weight endpoint.

Mart́ınez Ferrer et al. [91] reported a trend (𝑃 = 0.11)
towards a higher proportion of SFA in pasture-based beef,
due to an increase in C18:0 (𝑃 = 0.047), C14:0 (𝑃 =
0.12), and C16:0 (𝑃 = 0.37), from steers finished at 10mm
of subcutaneous fat depth. Most studies point out that the
proportion of SFA would not be altered by feedlot fattening.
Consistently, the highest PUFAconcentrationswere observed
in pasture-based beef [29, 79, 85]. Volpi Lagreca et al.
[28] detected greater PUFA n-6 concentrations in feedlot
compared with pasture finishing (Table 1).

Most Argentinean studies which have finished steers on
a starch-based diet [28, 79, 85, 90–93] reported greater n-
6/n-3 ratios compared with pasture diet (Table 1). It has been
also demonstrated that the addition of supplemental grain on
pasture systems would increase this ratio. On the other hand,
studies of Mart́ınez Ferrer et al. [90, 94] and Depetris et al.
[95] pointed out that pasture grazing strongly ameliorates the
effects of starch feeding on lipids profiles.

Carryover effects of supplementation [96] or feedlot
backgrounding [29] on lipids profiles of pasture-finished
cattle could be expected. The last authors compared feedlot
backgrounding on diets with increasing content of hay with
pasture backgrounding on pasture-finished heifers. Results
demonstrated that grazing during 132 days after feedlot back-
grounding removed only partially the effect of the starch-rich

feedlot diets on the fatty acid profile of Longissimus dorsi of
heifers. Omega 3 fatty acid concentrations remained higher
for animals backgrounded on pasture or a 100% hay diet,
compared to 40 and 70% hay diets.

Regarding CLA levels, Latimori et al. [79, 85] and
Mart́ınez Ferrer et al. [90, 94] have reported increased levels
(3-fold) of CLA in pasture-finished beef, when compared
to feedlot-finished beef of steers. Thus, while CLA con-
centration in IMF from animals grown and finished on
alfalfa pastures is likely to be in the range of 0.7–0.8%,
grain supplementation on pasture would tend to reduce
CLA content. Nevertheless, this CLA content of beef would
double the level when compared to beef from grain or corn
silage-based feedlot diets. Based on this evidence, it could
be suggested that CLA content of beef would not be greatly
affected by limited energy supplementation of grazing cattle
on leguminous pastures.

Regarding the effect of feedlot feeding during a stocker
program, Pordomingo et al. [29] noted that pasture-finished
heifers, backgrounded in feedlot during 104 days, resulted
in CLA beef contents below 0.5%. No differential effects
given to energy content of the feedlot-fed diet were detected.
Results from this study suggest that systems that pursue CLA
enriched beef would need to consider the nature of the diet
from the early stages of the growing-finishing program.

5. Conclusions

Adequate management of beef production systems would
constitute one of the major tools to improve beef quality
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in a sustainable way. Argentinean production systems may
promote food security by means of animal feeding mainly
based on feeds not used in human nutrition. They have
demonstrated an improvement of beef healthiness, minimiz-
ing several negative effects associated with beef consumption,
while containing the environmental impact.

Our thought is that research efforts must be stressed to
deepen the current knowledge regarding the contribution of
animal production systems to maintain beef safety and its
biological composition during longer periods of time.
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